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A METHODOLOGY FOR PSA MODEL VALIDATION

A research report prepared by Stephen D. Unwin, Science Applications International
Corporation, under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

This document reports Phase 2 of work undertaken by Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) in support of the Atomic Energy Control Board's Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA) review. A methodology is presented for the systematic review and
evaluation of a PSA model. These methods are intended to support consideration of the
following question: To within the scope and depth of modeling resolution of a PSA study, is
the resultant model a complete and accurate representation of the subject plant? This question
was identified as a key PSA validation issue in SAIC's Phase 1 project.

The validation methods are based on a model transformation process devised to enhance the
transparency of the modeling assumptions. Through conversion to a "success-oriented"
framework, a closer correspondence to plant design and operational specifications is
achieved. This can both enhance the scrutability of the model by plant personnel, and provide
an alternative perspective on the model that may assist in the identification of deficiencies.
The model transformation process is defined and applied to fault trees documented in the
Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation. An electrical system and a mechanical system are
chosen for trial application. A tentative real-time process is outlined for implementation and
documentation of a PSA review based on the proposed methods.

RESUME

Ce document présente un rapport sur la Phase 2 des travaux entrepris par Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC) pour appuyer l'examen de l'analyse
probabiliste de la sûreté (APS) de la Commission de contrôle de l'énergie atomique. On
présente une méthodologie d'examen systématique et d'évaluation d'un modèle d'APS. Ces
méthodes visent à appuyer l'analyse de la question suivante : Compte tenu de l'envergure et
de la profondeur de la résolution de modélisation d'une étude d'APS, le modèle obtenu
constitue-t-il une représentation complète et exacte de la centrale en cause? Cette question
est un aspect clé de la validation de l'APS dans le projet de la Phase 1 de SAIC.

Les méthodes de validation sont fondées sur un processus de transformation de modèle conçu
pour rendre les hypothèses de modélisation plus transparentes. La conversion à un cadre
«axé sur la réussite» permet d'établir un lien plus étroit avec la conception de la centrale et
ses caractéristiques techniques d'exploitation. Cela peut à la fois améliorer la compréhension
du modèle par le personnel de la centrale et présenter une perspective de rechange quant au
modèle qui peut aider à repérer les lacunes. Le processus de transformation du modèle est
défini et appliqué aux arbres de défaillance documentés dans l'évaluation probabiliste de la
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sûreté de Darlington. On choisit un système électrique et un système mécanique pour
procéder à une application d'essai. On décrit un processus provisoire en temps réel de mise
en œuvre et de documentation d'un examen d'APS fondé sur les méthodes proposées.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the author assumes
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the
information contained in this publication.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SAIC's Phase 1 support of the AECB's Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) review effort
was completed in February, 1991. This support consisted of three tasks: (1) a review of
cunent and prospective applications of PSA techniques in the regulatory and licensee sectors
of the Canadian nuclear power industry, (2) a survey of existing techniques for the review
and evaluation of quantitative risk studies, and (3) proposal of the key technical issues to be
considered by the AECB in the evaluation of a PSA model relative to intended applications.
The results of the Phase 1 study are reported in Reference 1.

The Phase 1 study concludes that current approaches to the review of a PSA focus on
ensuring that the PSA process has been properly implemented relative to current standards,
practices, and conventional wisdom. In effect, evaluation of the PSA process becomes a
surrogate for evaluation of the product of the process, i.e., the PSA model. This "process-
orientated" approach to model review has the disadvantage that it can demand substantial
knowledge of PSA techniques from the reviewers. This can compromise the ability to draw
widely on the unique expertise of the design and operations staff of the plant.

To address this concern, the Atomic Energy Control Board is exploring the possibility of
incorporating product-orientated methods (i.e., model validation) into the review of a PSA.
These methods are based on the premise that validation of a model against plant design and
operations need not address the development of the PSA model but, rather, should focus on
whether that model is a legitimate representation of the plant.

In Phase 1, two general validation issues were identified with respect to a PSA model.

• To within the stated or implicit scope and depth of resolution of a PSA model, is that
model an accurate and complete representation of the subject plant?, and

• Does that scope and depth of modeling resolution support the prospective applications
of the PSA?

This document proposes a product-oriented method for addressing the first of these issues.
The current focus is Level-1 PSA, i.e., models that characterize accident scenarios up to the
point of damage to the reactor fuel. The method involves the review and evaluation of a PSA
model following a model transformation designed to

1. enhance the scrutability and transparency of the modeling assumptions in the PSA,

2. facilitate more straightforward comparison of the modeling assumptions to plant
design and operational specifications,
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3. provide an alternative perspective on the model which may facilitate the uncovery of
modeling deficiencies, and

4. enable systematic, sequenced review of the model.

The premise underlying the model transformation is that plant personnel (who would be
expected to provide the most credible review of plant modeling assumptions) are more adept
at evaluating plant safety performance in terms of success logic than the failure logic
generally defining the structure of a PSA model. This observation reflects the success-
orientation of hardware and operational requirements typically encoded in plant
design/operational specifications. Success logic associates protective modes of plant response
with specific challenges to normal operations. The model transformation process is therefore
designed to recast a PSA model into a form that reflects this "challenge/response" structure.

To demonstrate the practicality of the proposed approach and the nature of the resultant
modeling insights, two examples were chosen for trial application. One involves an electrical
distribution system, and the other, a reactor shutdown cooling system. The methods and the
results of the trial applications are described in this report.

The review process, as represented in Figure S-l, is envisioned as one in which system
challenges are considered sequentially, and the associated success logic is evaluated for
completeness and accuracy against plant design and operational specifications. Analogous to
HAZOPS (hazard and operability study) methodology, the proposed review procedures are
structured in terms of "brainstorming" sessions in which the principal participants are plant
personnel with detailed knowledge of the design and operational characteristics of the subject
systems. The results of the review, consisting of identified modeling deficiencies and related
action items, would be recorded in a standardized format using pre-prepared review
worksheets.

Among recommended efforts to support finalization of the validation methodology is a "dry
run" review in which expertise on the plant is provided by AECB site personnel.
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0. INTRODUCTION

SAIC's Phase 1 support of the AECB's PSA review effort was completed in February,
1991. This initial phase consisted of three tasks:

1. a review of current and prospective applications of probabilistic safety assessment
(PSA) techniques in the regulatory and licensee sectors of the Canadian nuclear
power industry,

2. a survey of existing techniques for the review and evaluation of quantitative risk
studies, and

3. proposal of the key technical issues to be considered by the AECB in the
evaluation of a PSA model relative to intended applications, and the development
of analytical frameworks in which to address each of these issues.

The results of these efforts are reported in Reference 1.

Among the principal conclusions of the Phase 1 study is that current approaches to the
review of a PSA focus on ensuring that the PSA process has been properly implemented
relative to current standards, practices, and conventional wisdom. In effect, evaluation
of the PSA process becomes a surrogate for evaluation of the product of the process, i.e.,
the PSA model. This "process-oriented" approach to model review has the disadvantage
that it can demand substantial knowledge of PSA techniques on the part of the
reviewers. This can compromise the ability to draw widely on the unique expertise of
the design and operations staff of the subject facility.

To address this concern, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) is currently exploring
the degree to which product-oriented evaluation, or model validation, can be
incorporated into the review of a PSA. Through analogy to conventional notions of
model validation, these efforts are underlain by the premise that validation of a model
against plant design and operations need not address the development of the model but,
rather, focus on whether the product of the PSA process is a legitimate representation
of the subject plant.

Among key issues currently being addressed by the AECB are:

1. How can a PSA model be transformed to enhance its scrutability by plant
personnel? The closer the correspondence in form between the model and plant
design/operational specifications, the more straightforward the basis for direct
validation of the model.
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2. While there is broad consensus that the appropriate content of a PSA model is
dependent on its intended end-uses, existing guidance on the performance or
review of a PSA study does not address the question of what form that
dependence should take. This judgment is generally left to the individual
reviewer. Is it practical to characterize PSA "applications" with sufficient technical
definition to permit precise modeling sufficiency criteria to be established?

The principal technical products of the Phase 1 efforts are:

1. a general mathematical characterization of PSA models to support the
identification and structuring of validation issues, and

2. tentative analytical and procedural frameworks in which to address each of these
issues. Two general areas of model validation have been identified:

(a) To within the stated or implicit scope and depth of resolution of a PSA
model, is that model an accurate and complete representation of the subject
plant?, and

(b) Does that scope and depth of modeling resolution support the prospective
applications of the PSA?

This document reports SAIC's Phase 2 support of AECB's PSA review. It focuses on the
first of the validation areas: item (a). The analytical framework proposed under Phase
1 is developed further and its feasibility determined through trial application.

The report is structured as follows.

Chapter 1: A description of the analytical framework underlying the proposed
validation techniques is provided. These techniques are based on the
transformation of fault logic models (which typically define the
basic structure of a PSA model) to facilitate systematic review and
comparison to plant design/operational specifications. The model
transformation process is defined.

Chapter 2: The model transformation process is clarified by application to a
fault tree reported in the Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation
(DPSE) [Ref. 2]. The fault tree selected models an electrical bus in
the Class IV Power Distribution System.

Chapter 3: Application of the transformation techniques to a larger DPSE fault
tree is described (the PHT Shutdown Cooling System).
Diagrammatic representations of the transformed models are
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introduced. Through comparison of the transformed model to plant
design specifications, a real-time process for the review and
validation of a PSA model is outlined and discussed.

Chapter 4: Conclusions and recommendations for follow-on work are provided.
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I. DEFINITION OF THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH

1.1 Introduction

Reference 1 introduces a prospective approach to the systematic evaluation of a
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) model against the design and operational
specifications of the subject plant. The approach focuses on Level-1 PSA models (which
characterize accident scenarios up to the onset of damage to the fuel) and is intended
to address the following validation issue:

To within the stated or implicit scope and depth of resolution of the model, is it
an accurate and complete representation of the subject plant?

This was identified in SAIC's Phase 1 work as one of the principal validation issues [Ref.
1]. The issue focuses on the qualitative aspects of the model; in particular, on the logic
structure relating basic events, such as specific modes' of component failure and operator
actions, to top level events such as loss of a safety system or the occurrence of fuel
damage. Typical of the evaluation issues that would be addressed in an audit of a model
logic are those of whether hardware cross-links between safety trains have been correctly
identified, and whether operating procedures have been properly accounted for.

One proposed programmatic objective is the development of validation procedures that
would be implemented by reviewers who have a thorough knowledge and
understanding of the subject plant's design and operations. Therefore, among immediate
objectives in the current Phase 2 work is the development of an approach to recasting
a PSA model in a form that enhances its scrutability by plant personnel.

Although deductive failure logic provides a convenient and proven approach to the
development of systems models (through fault tree analysis), the resultant models do not
generally allow straightforward comparison to plant design and operational
specifications. While a PSA model identifies combinations of events (or cut-sets) that lead
to an adverse scenario, plant designers and operators are generally more adept at
evaluating plant performance in terms of "success logic". This observation reflects the
success-orientation of hardware and operational requirements typically encoded in plant
design/operational specifications. Success logic associates protective modes of plant
response with specific challenges to normal operations. Restructuring a PSA model to
reflect such "challenge/response logic" is one prospective route to achieving closer
correspondence with plant specifications.

Another prospective benefit of restructuring the model for the purposes of review is that
a contrasting perspective on the model in the form of a different approach to the logical
resolution of the subject system may facilitate the identification of potential errors or
omissions committed by the PSA analysts.
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A tentative mathematical framework in which to restructure a failure logic model into
the challenge/response format was developed as part of Phase 1 [Ref. 1]. The framework
is summarized and expanded inftfemainder of this chapter. In Section 1.2, an approach
to restructuring a PSA model, as introduced in Reference 1, is summarized. This is the
protective path-set formalism. In the remaining sections, specific methods for
implementing the model transformation process are introduced and interpretations of
the transformed model are discussed. In Chapter 2, the methods described in the current
chapter are applied to a moderately-sized fault tree model documented in the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (DPSE) [Ref. 2]. In Chapter 3, the methods are
systematized for trial application to a large, complex fault tree reported in the DPSE. The
insights from this application provide the basis for the development of tentative model
review procedures based on the model transformation process.

1.2 Protective Path-Sets

A cornerstone of the PSA modeling process is the establishment of a series of "top
events", each representing an adverse scenario. Typically, top events include the failure
of a specific safety system on demand, the occurrence of an accident sequence (defined
as the occurrence of a process challenge in combination with the failure of a series of
mitigative safety systems) and the event of damage to the fuel. Through use of deductive
logic and computational algorithms, each top event, T, is expressed as a series of
"minimal cut-sets" of events:

T = Uj (Cut-set),. (1.1)

The set-union operation implies the logical OR connective and the adjacent subscript i
implies repeated application (analogous to the summation operation). Each (minimal)
cut-set is a minimal combination of primary events that would result in the top event
T. Primary events typically describe the failure of a plant component in a specific mode,
or an operator action. (Note, the term "primary event" is used to capture any event that
is left undeveloped within the subject fault tree. These include basic events, undeveloped
events, and developed events - events developed in other fault trees). Each cut-set is
expressible as

Cut-set = [Hj Aj] (1.2)

where Aj is the j'th primary event appearing in the cut-set and the set-intersection
operation implies the logical AND connective.

Consider now a single primary event, A. The occurrence of a primary event generally
constitutes a challenge to the plant, either as an accident initiating event resulting in a
deviation from normal operations, or as an event that contributes to the failure of a
mitigative system. The top event T may be expressed explicitly in terms this challenge,
A, as
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T = X u [A n Y]. (1.3)

X is the union of all cut-sets that do not explicitly include A while the brackets [] contain
the union of cut-sets that include A. The term A has been factored out of the event in
the brackets. The event Y may now be interpreted as follows. Assume first that the
primary event A occurs. A specific vulnerability to occurrence of the top event T has
thereby been introduced. Since the event Y must also occur to realize the vulnerability
introduced by the occurrence of A, then protection against that vulnerability is provided
by non-occurrence of event Y, i.e., by occurrence of the event Y', where Y' is the logical
complement of Y (= NOT Y).

Note that the term "protection" is intended to encapsulate both "preventative" and
"mitigative" elements in the event Y. A preventative event is one that would preclude
occurrence of the challenge. A mitigative event serves to eliminate the effect of the
challenge. For example consider a top event describing failure of an electrical system
where the challenge A. is the occurrence of a short circuit on an electrical line. One of the
protective events in Y might be a circuit breaker trip which isolates the faulted line. This
protective event is a mitigative feature of the system. Conversely, if the challenge A is
the unavailability of the circuit breaker, then a preventative event in Y is the absence of
faults in the electrical lines that are isolable by the failed circuit breaker.

The minimal cut-sets of the protective event Y' are termed the "minimal path-sets" of the
uncomplemented event Y. That is, a minimal path-set of Y is the minimal combination
of complemented primary events that guarantee the nonoccurrence of Y. Following the
terminology introduced in Reference 1, each (minimal) path-set of the event Y is referred
to as a "protective path-set" of the primary event (i.e., the challenge) A. The acronym
"PPS" (for "protective path-set") is used henceforth.

Note that the practicality of using the cut-set expression (Eqn. 1.3) to identify PPSs is
limited by the size of the source fault tree. Even with the imposition of probabilistic
truncation criteria, the number of resultant cut-sets can be numerous (for example, on
the order of thousands at a W6 probability truncation level). Therefore, if expressed in
terms of the primary events appearing in the fault tree, the potential exists for the PPSs
of a given primary event to be numerous, and for each one to comprise of numerous
elements (i.e., complemented primary events). The size and number of such PPSs could
compromise their scrutability and the feasibility of comparisons to plant design and
operations.

However, it should be noted that, given the sole objective of identifying the protective
response of the plant to a specific challenge (as implied by the fault tree), much of the
information contained in the subject fault tree is extraneous. Furthermore, simplification
of the fault tree to remove this extraneous information is possible. This simplification
mechanism should remove information that is unrelated to the specific challenge, but
should not compromise the completeness and accuracy of the implied protective features
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of the plant relative to the subject challenge. That is, the mechanism should not impair
the ability to identify all lines of protection against the challenge nor compromise the
integrity of the engineering model encoded in the fault tree.

In Sections 1.3 and 1.4, mechanisms for the simplification of the source fault tree with
respect to a given challenge are introduced. These are, respectively,

Pruning Operation: Much of the content of a fault tree lacks the potential
to contribute to cut-sets involving the specific
challenge event A. Since it is these cut-sets that form
the basis for generating the PPSs of the challenge (see
Eqn. 1.3), this content may be removed. The removal
operation will be referred to as tree "pruning".

Reduction Operation: To understand the mechanism by which a specific
challenge participates in the occurrence of the top
event (e.g., how a specific component failure
contributes to the failure modes of a system), detailed
information regarding the accompanying component
failures is not generally necessary. The tree "reduction"
operation permits a succinct representation of the
accompanying failures, which, in turn, leads to a
succinct representation of the PPSs.

Each of the following two sections comprises of two subsections. The first subsection
defines the fault tree simplification mechanism. The second subsection describes the
implication of the simplification operation for the information content of the resultant
PPSs.

1.3 Fault Tree Pruning

1.3.1 Definition of pruning operation

Consider the example FT shown in Figure 1-1. Assume that the objective is to generate
the PPSs of the challenge corresponding to occurrence of event A. First, consider the
mechanism for generation of those cut-sets of the top event T that contain the event A.
The way in which these cut-sets are generated is pertinent since they contain the
information necessary to determine the protective path-sets of A (see Equation 1.3). First,
some terminology is introduced: The term "route" is used to describe a pathway through
the fault tree that originates at a primary event and terminates at the top event.

Cut-sets of T containing A are generated by those routes through the fault tree that
satisfy either one of the following two criteria:
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Criterion a: the route originates at event A, or

Criterion b: the route does not originate at event A, but, merges at an AND gate with
a route that originates at event A.

Figure 1-2 is the example fault tree with those routes satisfying Criterion a or b so
marked.

The "pruning" process is the removal of those routes that do not satisfy either of the
preceding criteria. Note that no cut-sets of the original top event containing A are lost
as a consequence of the pruning operation. For the example fault tree, only a single route
is removed by pruning: the route originating at the left-most occurrence of event C.
Figure 1-3 is the pruned fault tree. It can be seen that, in the current example, minimal
simplification of the fault tree structure has been achieved through pruning. However,
in "real system" applications (Chapters 2 and 3), it will be seen that substantial
reductions in fault tree size can be achieved.

1.3.2 Implications of pruning

The objective of pruning is to remove logic that lacks the potential to contribute to cut-
sets involving the challenge event. In the current example, the cut-sets of the original
(pre-pruned) tree are:

T = {C} u {A n D} u {A n E n F}. (1.4)

Each minimal cut-set is contained in a set of brackets {}. The minimal cut-sets of the
pruned tree are:

TPRUN = { A n C } u { A n D ) u ( A n E n F ) , (1.5)

As required, no cut-sets involving the challenge event A have been lost as a consequence
of pruning. Note however that as a "side-effect", the pruning process has introduced an
additional cut-set involving A, i.e., AnC. The reason for the appearance of this cut-set
in the pruned tree is as follows. The event C alone comprises one of the minimal cut-sets
of the original tree. Therefore, no multi-event combination that includes C can be a
minimal cut-set of the original top event since occurrence of C alone ensures the
occurrence of T. However, once the route from event C to the top event is pruned, this
restriction is removed and multi-event combinations that include C can be minimal cut-
sets of the pruned tree. In this example, such a cut-set (i.e., AnC) arises.

The implications for the generation of the protective path-sets of A are as follows. In
terms of the formalism defined in Section 1.2, Equation 1.4 reveals that the cut-sets of
T (the original fault tree) may be expressed as
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T = X u [A n Y] (1.6a)

where

X = {C} (1.6b)

and

Y = ( D ) u ( E n F). (1.6c)

The PPSs of A are equal to the minimal cut-sets of Y', where Y' is the complement of Y.
Therefore, A has two PPSs, which are

Y' ••= {D' n E'} u {D' n F}. (1.7)

Equation 1.7 is obtained through application of de Morgan's theorem to Equation 1.6c.
Similarly, the cut-sets of the pruned tree can be expressed as

TPRUN = XCA) u [ A n Y(A)] (1.8a)

where, as implied by Equation 1.5,

X(A) = 0 , (1.8b)

0 is the empty set, and

Y(A) = {C} u {D} u | E n F}. (1.8c)

The two PPSs of A implied by this expression are

Y(A)' = {C n D' n E'} u {C n U n F). (1.9)

Comparison of Equation 1.7 to Equation 1.9 reveals that the pruning process has
augmented the content of each PPS to include the event C . However, since the event C
is necessary to prevent the occurrence of the original top event (recall that C is a
singleton cut-set of T), the protective event C is required regardless of the occurrence
of the specific challenge A. In this sense, the event C is redundant within each PPS.
However, it is now demonstrated by example that the presence of the event C in the
PPS can serve to enhance the basis for comparison of PPSs to plant design.

Consider a fault tree in which the top event is failure on demand of a system. The
system includes two components, C, and C2/ loss of either of which fails the system.
Component C, is powered by electrical Bus X with no backup. Component C2 is
normally powered by Bus Y. As an independent, redundant backup, component C2 can
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be switched over to Bus X for power. (Note, a "real system" fault tree in which this
situation occurs is discussed in Section 2.3.1.)

Consider now the challenge "Bus Y fails". Regarding the operability of component Cv

a line of protection against failure of Bus Y is the capability to switch over to Bus X. A
PPS of the challenge based on the pruned tree would include the event "Bus X is
available". However, since Bus X is the sole power source of component C,, loss of Bus
X alone results in system failure. Therefore, maintaining the availability of Bus X is
necessary regardless of the system vulnerability introduced by the challenge "Bus Y
fails". Consequently, the event "Bus X is available" would not appear in the PPSs
generated from the original tree.

Nevertheless, from a design perspective, Bus X plays a significant role as a backup
power source to component Q. In evaluation of the system success logic therefore, Bus
X would naturally be viewed as a protective feature of the system supporting the
operability of component Q. This example indicates that the augmented PPSs resulting
from the pruned fault tree are likely to provide the closer correspondence to the
engineering logic underlying safety design. "Real system" applications of the pruning
operation are discussed Chapter 2.

A more generalized evaluation of the effect of the pruning operation on the resultant
PPSs is provided in Appendix A.

1.4 Fault Tree Reduction

1.4.1 Definition of reduction operation

While pruning removes extraneous tree logic that does not participate in system failure
scenarios involving the challenge event, tree reduction provides a succinct representation
of the failure scenarios that do involve the challenge event. This results in a succinct
representation of the associated PPSs. Two forms of reduction are now introduced: (1)
independent event reduction, and (2) dependent event reduction.

1.4.1.1 Independent event reduction (T-type reduction)

Consider again the example fault tree shown in Figure 1-1. With respect to the challenge
A, the pruned fault tree is shown in Figure 1-3. The protective path-sets of the challenge,
as implied by the pruned tree, are given by Equation 1.9. That is, the challenge has two
PPSs, each one consisting of three elements.

However, inspection of Figure 1-3 reveals that further simplification of the tree logic is
possible without comprising the integrity of the logic by which the challenge contributes
to the top event. Specifically, consider the AND gate defining intermediate event II. One
input is a route that originates at the challenge event A. The second input (in the form
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of intermediate event 13) is a merger of routes that do not originate at A. A succinct
representation of the events that must combine with A to result in system failure is
therefore provided by the intermediate event 13. To realize this succinct representation
of failure scenarios in the fault tree cut-sets, the intermediate event 13, and the detailed
logic defining its input, may be replaced by a single, primary event which has the same
description as 13. This replacement defines the fault tree reduction process.

The following convention is now established:

A reduced intermediate event I is labelled as "]l" and is represented in a fault tree
diagram as a "developed event". JI has the same description as I.

Figure 1-4 shows the example (pruned) fault tree after reduction has been effected with
respect to event 13. Event 14 has also been reduced based on similar reasoning. The cut-
sets of the pruned, reduced tree are now given by

TPRUN = {A n JI3} u {A n JI4). (1.10)

The PPS of A is therefore equal to (see Equation 1.3)

Y(A)' = JI3' n JI4'. (1.11)

That is, A now has a single PPS containing two elements rather than, as previously, two
PPSs each containing three elements. The ability to manipulate PPSs through this
"reduction" operation would serve to simplify information presented to model reviewers
while retaining the engineering logic by which the challenge event participates in the
system failure scenarios. The reduction operation defined in this section will be referred
to as "J-type reduction" (reflecting the labelling convention for the resultant reduced
events). Section 1.4.2 provides more detailed discussions of the implications of reduction
for the information content of PPSs.

1.4.1.2 Dependent event reduction (Q-type reduction)

As exemplified in the previous section, the process of reduction is effected at each AND
gate through which a route originating at the challenge event passes. "Independent event
(or J-type) reduction", as previously described, relies on the fact that the reduced
intermediate event is independent of the challenge event A. Before the notion of
dependent event reduction is introduced, some terminology is recapped and additional
terminology established:

1. The term "route" is used to describe a pathway through the fault tree that
originates at a primary event and terminates at the top event.

2. At each gate, routes meet to form a "route collection" at the gate output level.
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3. If a route collection includes a route originating at the challenge event A, then
that collection is termed a "Challenge Route Collection".

J-type reduction described in the previous subsection relied on the fact that, at an AND
gate, the following types of route collections met:

(a) a single challenge route collection, and

(b) a route collection that is not a challenge route collection.

In this case, that portion of the latter route collection lying below the subject AND gate
is reduced to a single primary event JI. This is permissible because the event A does not
participate in the logic replaced by the event JI and, therefore, reduction is not at the
expense of information regarding the way in which A contributes to the fault tree logic.
Consider now another example of logical structure that can arise in a fault tree. This
logic, assumed to be a part of a larger fault tree, is shown in Figure 1-5.

Note that the logic reflected in Figure 1-5 is consistent with the content of a post-pruned
fault tree where, again, event A is the challenge. That is, each route in the tree satisfies
one of the criteria introduced in Section 1.3.1. For convenience, these criteria are
repeated: To be present in the pruned tree, a route must either

a. originate at event A, or

b. not originate at event A, but, merge at an AND gate with a route that originates
at event A.

Consider now the route collections that provide input to the AND gate defining
intermediate event 10 (see Figure 1-5). There are two such route collections. However,
unlike the previous example (Figure 1-3), both route collections are challenge route
collections since the event A contributes to both inputs to the AND gate.

Consider now the left-most occurrence of the challenge event A. This occurrence enters
the event 10 via the logic AnB. It then combines with the event 12 via the AND
operation. However, since the challenge can also participate in the occurrence of 12, the
event 12 cannot simply be replaced by a primary event of the form JI2, since this would
discard information regarding the impact of the challenge event A on the system (via 12).
That is, J-type reduction cannot be effected at this AND gate. Nevertheless, the AnB
event entering the AND gate does have the potential to combine with occurrences of 12
that do riot involve the challenge event. For example, the event AnBnI6 is an output
from the AND gate resulting from such a combination. A modified form of reduction
can be effected in this case.
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Rather than replace event 12 with primary event JI2, the event 12 is resolved into two
contributions. The first contribution defines occurrences of 12 associated with the
challenge event A. The second contribution defines occurrences of 12 that do not involve
the challenge event. These two contributions provide input to 12 via OR logic (that is,
an occurrence of 12 can be due either to an event combination involving the challenge
A, or, due to an event combination that excludes A). Couched in the terminology of
route collections, the first contribution to 12 is the challenge route collection, while the
second contribution is the set of route collections that do not involve the challenge. The
latter contribution can now be captured by a single primary event The following
convention is introduced:

Where an event I, which has contributions from the challenge event, is reduced
at an AND gate, the contributions to I from route collections not involving the
challenge event are captured by a primary event labeled "QI". The description of
QI is identical to the description of I except that the characters "(*)" are added.
This addendum signifies that contributions to the event involving the challenge
event have been removed. QI is represented in a fault tree diagram as a
developed event.

Figure 1-6 shows the reduced version of Figure 1-5. Note that both events II and 12 have
been subjected to dependent event reduction. The rationale for reducing event II is
similar to that for the reduction of 12. This form of reduction will be referred to as "Q-
type reduction".

Note now the properties of the reduced tree structure. Inspection of Figure 1-6 reveals
that the event 10 can be realized via one of the following four event combinations:

1. ( A n B n C )

2. ( A n B n QI2)

3. ( A n C n QI1}

4. {QI1 n QI2}.

Note further that any cut-set in which A does not participate is irrelevant from the
perspective of PPS generation (see Section 1.1). It is therefore the first three of these cut-
sets that ultimately participate in generation of the PPSs of the challenge A. This
observation allows further simplification of the fault tree structure under certain
conditions. Consider the following modification to the current example:

The event C is now assumed to be identically equal to event B. In this case, the original
fault tree structure shown in Figure 1-5 is replaced by Figure 1-7. The four preceding
cut-sets now reduce to the following minimal form
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1. (AnB)

2. {QI1 n QI2).

That is, 10 now has only two cut-sets. Furthermore, Q-type events do not occur in
combination with the challenge event A. That is, the Q-type events will not be included
in the PPSs of A. This observation allows these Q events to be removed completely from
the fault tree structure without compromising the content of the required PPSs. The
resultant reduced form of the fault tree structure is shown in Figure 1-8.

In general, where two or more challenge route collections enter an AND gate, and, the
event combination (cut-set) by which the challenge event participates in each collection
is identical (i.e., the challenge event enters each input arm of the AND gate via identical
logic combinations), then, the Q-type events that would be introduced through reduction
may be removed from the tree.

1.4.2 Implications of reduction

In effect, the operation of reduction serves to modify the base of primary events with
respect to which the fault tree is defined. The operation makes use of intermediate event
definitions provided by the original fault tree such that a "reduced" event coincides in
description with an intermediate event appearing in the original tree. A reduced event
surrogates the detailed logic appearing below the subject intermediate event.

Reduction has the effect of minimizing the number of primary events participating in
the generation of PPSs. The constraint on the reduction process is that logic in which the
challenge event participates is not affected by the reduction. Reiterating, the effect of the
reduction operation with respect to a given challenge event A is to replace the original
set of primary events in the tree,

{A, Bj, Bj, ..., BN},

by a new set of primary events

{A, B,(A), B2(A),..., BM(A)},

where B;(A) is independent of A, for all values of i, and M<N.

To characterize the typical effect of reduction on the content of PPSs, consider a two-
train system, Train 1 and Train 2, failure of which is the top event of interest. The
system success criterion is 1 out of 2 trains. Let the challenge be the failure of
Component A. Component A is part of Train 1 only. Component B is in redundant
configuration with Component A. Assume that the subject fault tree is resolved to
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component level for both trains. The reduction process might result in the identification
of two PPSs:

1. Success of Component B

2. Success of Train 2

The effect of reduction is manifested in the appearance of the second PPS. Rather than
express the success of Train 2 in terms of alternative component-level success
combinations that ensure the availability of Train 2, those event combinations are
captured by the single, reduced event "Success of Train 2". These two PPSs then capture
the engineering logic by which failure of Component A is modeled. Information on the
specific ways in which the success of Train 2 can be ensured (which would have been
encapsulated by PPSs generated from the pre-reduced fault tree) is not relevant when
seeking to understand the way in which the challenge event is modeled.

Note that since independence of the challenge event is the sole criterion with respect to
which reduction is effected, the potential exists for dependence (due to other primary
events) among the PPSs thereby generated. For instance, in the current example, Train
2 may rely on Component B. However, this dependence does not compromise the
validity of the insight gained regarding the way in the vulnerability introduced by loss
of Component A has been modeled. Model adequacy with respect to cross-links
introduced by Component B would be assessed when considering the challenge event
"Failure of Component B".

1.5 Summary

The transformation from fault tree logic to protective path-set logic has been defined.
Two mechanisms for modification of the source fault tree prior to conversion to success-
logic have been identified. These are the operations of (1) pruning, and (2) reduction.
Each of these operations serves to simplify the fault tree while retaining complete and
accurate information regarding the way in which a selected challenge to plant operations
participates in the model logic. This fault tree modification facilitates a succinct
representation of the protective logic, as implied by the fault tree model, associated with
a specific challenge. Systematic identification and evaluation of such challenges will
ultimately form the basis for the model review process.

In the following chapter, a moderately-sized fault tree of a "real system" will provide the
basis for the trial generation of PPSs. The fault tree will be sufficiently small to permit
the transparent application of the techniques defined in the preceding sections. In
Chapter 3, a large, detailed fault tree will be the subject of evaluation. The complexity
and volume of this tree will preclude application of the transformation techniques based
purely on visual inspection of the fault tree diagram. Therefore, a detailed algorithm for
implementation of the transformation process will be introduced in Chapter 3.
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2. TRIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL TRANSFORMATION

2.1 Objectives

The operations defining the model transformation process are defined in Chapter 1.
These operations are now applied to a fault tree (FT) documented in the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (DPSE) [Ref. 2]. This exercise has two principal objectives:

1. To determine the feasibility of the model transformation process described in
Chapter 1 as applied to a "real" system FT.

2. To clarify the nature and interpretation of the resultant protective path-sets
(PPSs).

Discussion of the role of PPSs in the prospective model review process is deferred until
Chapter 3.

The FT selected for analysis models Bus 9 in the Darlington Class IV Power Distribution
System and is reported in Appendix B13 of Ref. 2. This FT is augmented for the current
analyses by resolution of the Class I (DC) power interfacing events appearing in the Bus
9 FT. Specifically, the Bus 31 (Class I power) failure event, as modeled in Appendix B16
of the DPSE, is included. This inclusion serves to enrich the structure of the FT for the
current purposes.

The CAFTA code, which is a PC-based fault tree software package [Ref. 3], is used to
support implementation of the transformation defined in Chapter 1.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, the process for
reproducing the DPSE Bus 9 FT is described. As a confirmatory exercise, the cut-set
identities and probabilities resulting from implementation of the project FT (i.e., the
CAFTA-based FT) are compared to the results reported in the DPSE. In Section 2.3, PPSs
are generated for selected challenges to the system and interpretations of these path-sets
are discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.4.

2.2 Reproduction of DPSE Results - Class IV Power

The limited size of the Bus 9 FT (and Bus 31 DC support) made it feasible to prepare the
CAFTA input directly from DPSE documentation of the FT. The FT logic structure, event
labels, and event descriptions were provided by the FT diagrams in the DPSE report.
The primary event probability assignments and the event module definitions were
extracted from tabular information in the DPSE. In combination, this information defines
the FT completely.
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(Note: Event modules were introduced in the DPSE to facilitate the computational
process. An event module captures a series of basic events, and/or undeveloped events,
connected by OR logic, none of which appear elsewhere in the FT. Since the current
exercise involves the linking of two FTs, i.e., Bus 9 and Bus 31, it was necessary to
confirm that as an aggregate FT, the pre-defined modules retained the property that their
constituent events did not appear elsewhere in the FT. While the modules were
constructed in order to reproduce the DPSE results, they currently have no role in the
model transformation methods.)

With foresight to the generation of PPSs, several minor modifications were made to the
primary event probability assignments provided in Ref. 2. Where a probability
assignment reported in the DPSE is 0.0, this was modified to 1E-8. This was done to help
insure that a complete list of minimal cut-sets would be generated when the FT was
processed and that cut-sets would not be truncated due to low probability. Ultimately,
probabilistic truncation would have the potential to compromise the integrity of the
PPSs. Furthermore, where an interfacing event had been assigned a probability of 1.0,
this was replaced by a value of 0.5. Again, this measure was taken to help ensure the
integrity of the PPSs.

The full Bus 9 FT as reconstructed for the current project is shown in Appendix B. In
Appendix C, the full Bus 9 FT is shown with the event modules explicitly identified.

Three interfacing events occur in the DPSE Bus 9 FT. An interfacing event generally
defines the failure of a supporting system. Its resolution into more basic events is
defined by a FT elsewhere in the DPSE. The three interfacing events are:

1. 5314-01-BU1-UV "2-5314-BU1 Bus u/v (sustained) given a reactor trip"

This event is loss of 13.8 kV switchyard Bus 1 in the Class IV power distribution
system. Note that this event also occurs as an interfacing event in the Bus 31 FT,
which is explicitly linked into the project FT.

2. 5541-31-BU31-UV0 "Loss of power at Bus 5541-BU31 prior to or at time of
demand"

This event is loss of a 125V DC bus. Note, while it is specified as an interfacing
event in the DPSE Bus 9 FT, it is explicitly resolved in the project FT.

3. HOSTENPVH "Hostile environment in TH/RAB"

This event defines a hostile environment in the turbine hall reactor auxiliary
building. It is reported to include all steamline and feedline breaks postulated in
the DPSE.
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The DPSE reports the top event minimal cut-sets and probabilities for various
combinations of assumptions regarding the occurrence of the interfacing events. For the
Bus 9 FT, four combinations of conditions are considered, corresponding to the following
four cases:

a. All interfacing events fail to occur, i.e., their truth values are each set to FALSE.
This corresponds to the case that all interfacing systems are available.

b. Bus 1 is assumed unavailable. That is, the truth value of the first interfacing event
is set to TRUE while the truth values of the remaining interfacing events are set
to FALSE.

c. Bus 31 is assumed unavailable. That is, the truth value of the second interfacing
event is set to TRUE while the remaining truth values are set to FALSE.

d. A hostile environment is assumed to occur in the turbine hall reactor auxiliary
building. That is, the truth value of the third interfacing event is set to TRUE
while the remaining truth values are set to FALSE.

The project FT was solved for each of these cases and the results compared to those
reported in the DPSE. Note that module events were treated as primary events in the
solution of the top event. That is, the module probabilities were first calculated, (which
are Case-independent since a module cannot contain an interfacing event), and the
modules along with these probabilities were then treated as primary events in the
solution of the FT.

Case a: The CAFTA code allows the truth value of any event in a FT to be set to TRUE
or FALSE. In effect, this serves to override the input probability assignment (or the
probability calculated from the inputs in the case of an intermediate event) by a value
of 1 or 0, respectively. To reproduce Case a, the truth values of all interfacing events
were set to FALSE. The FT was evaluated and the results are shown in Table 2-1. This
table serves to compare the project results with the DPSE results. Fourteen cut-sets are
identified of which six are reported in the DPSE. The project cut-sets are a superset of
the DPSE cut-sets. Note that the probabilistic truncation limit in the project analysis was
set at a negligibly low level. For those cut-sets reported in the DPSE, the calculated
probabilities coincide with the project results. Since the six leading cut-sets are each
reported in the DPSE, the conclusion is that the remaining cut-sets were truncated from
the DPSE analysis on probabilistic grounds. The DPSE cut-sets capture 92 percent of the
top event probability.

Case b: To reproduce Case b in which Bus 1 is unavailable, the truth value of the first
interfacing event was set to TRUE. In this case, the DPSE analysis determines failure of
Bus 1 to lead to occurrence of the top event with unit probability. This finding was
confirmed by solution of the project FT.
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Case c: To reproduce Case c in which Bus 31 fails, the truth value of the second
interfacing event was set to TRUE. Table 2-2 shows the resultant cut-sets and
probabilities, and compares them to the results reported in the DPSE. As in Case a, it is
seen that the cut-sets identified in the project analysis are a superset of those reported
in the DPSE. Again, the effect of probabilistic truncation in the DPSE analysis can
account for the differences in results. The DPSE reports three of the 14 cut-sets, capturing
72 percent of the top event probability.

(Note: Based on verbal communications with Ontario Hydro [Ref. 4], it appears that the
cut-sets reported under each case in the DPSE are intended to capture only those cut-sets
that are added to the list associated with the base case, i.e., with Case a. With this
interpretation of the cut-set listings, comparison of Tables 2-1 and 2-2 confirms that the
DPSE reports all the added cut-sets for Case c. Note, cut-sets that are removed relative
to the base case are not reported in the DPSE.)

Case d: To reproduce Case d in which a hostile environment is present in the turbine
hall reactor auxiliary building, the truth value of the third interfacing event was set to
TRUE. The DPSE analysis determines the occurrence of this environment to lead to
realization of the top event with unit probability. This finding was confirmed by solution
of the project FT.

In summary, solution of Ihe project FT yields results that are consistent with those
reported in the DPSE. Minor differences can be attributed to the use of probabilistic
truncation limits in the DPSE analysis. The project FT shown in Appendix B now
provides the basis for trial implementation of the methods for PPS generation.

2.3 Trial Generation of Protective Path-Sets

In selecting system challenges for assessment in this section, the objective was to choose
examples that, in combination, require consideration of the broadest range of issues
related to PPS generation that the subject FT permits. Therefore, the examples selected
include PPSs of both the "preventative" and "mitigative" kinds, and a case involving
path-set reduction is considered. Insights on the relationship between PPSs from the
original FT and from the pruned FT are also gained.

For convenience, the criteria for the retention of a route in the pruned tree are
reproduced from Section 1.3. For a challenge event A, any route that is retained in the
pruned FT must satisfy one of the following two criteria:

a. the route originates at event A

b. the route does not originate at event A, but, meets at an AND gate
with a route originating at event A.
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Note that the pruned tree can provide a succinct representation of the component failure
combinations and system failure modes associated with a specific challenge, A. A
pruned FT is therefore provided with each example to clarify the nature of the system
failure scenarios against which the path-sets protect.

Five system challenges are considered:

1. Failure of battery BYA4 prior to mission
2. A fault downstream of circuit breaker 9CB4
3. Short circuit in circuit breaker 9CB5
4. Circuit breaker 9CB5 fails to trip on demand

5. Loss of Bus 1.

These examples are now discussed in detail.

2.3.1 Battery failure
The primary event defining this challenge is a battery failure labeled 2-5551-BY31-OCP.
The event appears in that part of the project FT introduced through explicit resolution
of the DC power support (see Page 12 of the source FT shown in Appendix B). The
battery appears in the DPSE FT as a power source to DC Bus 31 which in turn provides
control power to a series of circuit breakers in the Bus 9 switchgear.

Starting with the full Bus 9 FT shown in Appendix B, the pruning operation with respect
to the current challenge results in the pruned FT of Figure 2-1. Inspection of Figure 2-1
reveals the sequences of events (as identified in the DPSE) that both (1) explicitly involve
loss of Battery BYA4 and (2) result in the loss of Bus 9. This representation of the FT
captures all intermediate events occurring in the retained routes. In effect, tracing the
routes from top to bottom summarizes the logical steps developed by the FT analyst in
identifying the subject primary event as a potential contributor to system failure.
Conversely, tracing the routes that begin with the subject primary event from bottom to
top reveals the impact of the component failure on the system, as implied by the FT
model. Therefore, the pruned FT provides a succinct description of the modes of system
failure associated with the specific system challenge.

Note that the "compress" feature of the CAFTA code allows this FT representation to be
simplified further. This command removes from the FT all intermediate events that are
located immediately above an EQUALS gate (i.e., a straight line in the FT diagram). This
has no effect on cut-set generation. Figure 2-2 is a compressed version of the pruned FT.
However, while this step can simplify the FT further, it can also reduce insights on the
event resolution logic developed by the FT analyst.

Evaluation of the pruned fault tree results in the following three minimal cut-sets:
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a. 2-5551-BY31-OCP n 5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-4341-PM1-FS

b. 2-5551-BY31-OCP n 5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-7112-PM1-FS

c. 2-5551-BY31-OCP n 5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-4430-PM1-FS

Couched in terms of Equation 1.3, we have

X = 0

and

Y = {5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-4341-PM1-FS} u
{5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-7112-PM1-FS) u
{5314-01-BU1-UV n 2-4430-PM1-FS}.

The PPSs of the system challenge are now equal to the cut-sets of the complement of Y.
These are:

1. (5314-01-BU1-UV)'

2. (2-4341-PM1-FS)' n (2-7112-PM1-FS)' n (2-4430-PM1-FS)'

where, in accordance with the notation introduced previously, E' is the complement of
E (i.e., NOT E).

Based on the event descriptors for these events, the two PPSs may be described as:

1. Bus 1 is not unavailable given a reactor trip,

2. There exist no faults on the downstream sides of circuit breakers 9CB4, 9CB5, or
9CB6.

Realization of either of these PPSs should, according to the DPSE model, protect Bus 9
against the vulnerability introduced by failure of Battery BY A4. Comparison of the PPSs
with the three cut-sets of the pruned tree reveals the following. Given occurrence of the
challenge (i.e., the first event in each of these cut-sets), realization of either one of the
PPSs is sufficient to prevent realization of any one of the cut-sets. This is the required
property of a PPS.

Based on DPSE documentation of the Class I system, both of these PPSs appear to be of
a "preventative" nature. That is, realization of either PPS prevents the demand on Battery
BYA4. The first PPS ensures that Bus 31 is powered, for which the Battery provides
backup power. The second PPS precludes occurrence of the process deviations that
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demand Bus 31 be available. Specifically, since no faults exist downstream of the three
specified circuit breakers, actuation of the circuit breakers (which rely on Bus 31 for
control) is not demanded.

While the prospective procedures for model review are introduced in Chapter 3, note
here that the type of questions that would be addressed by the reviewers include:

Do lines of protection exist in addition to those implied by the DPSE model and
as manifested in the PPSs?

Do these PPSs actually provide protection against the challenge, i.e., given
realization of either one of these PPSs, could a component failure occur that, in
combination with the system challenge (and only in combination with the
challenge), results in the loss of Bus 9?

Are the PPSs independent of the challenge? That is, can occurrence of the
challenge preclude the realization of any of the PPSs?

A negative response to any of these questions would imply potential inaccuracies or
omissions in the FT logic. A negative response to the third question might alternatively
imply the existence of cross-links to events developed elsewhere in the analysis and
involving the challenge event. A check on the treatment of these cross-links in the PSA
model could be conducted.

The current example can be worked further to exemplify the relationship between the
PPSs generated here and the PPSs that would result from implementation of the original
(pre-pruned) FT. Solution of the full Bus 9 FT (shown in Appendix B) reveals that none
of the resultant minimal cut-sets contain the current challenge event in which Battery
BYA4 fails. The reason for this becomes dear when it is noted that the event 5314-01-
BU1-UV (Bus 1 failure) is a singleton cut-set of the full FT: Through a sequence of logic
unrelated to the challenge introduced by battery failure, loss of Bus 1 results in loss of
power to the transformer serving Bus 9. Inspection of the three minimal cut-sets of the
pruned FT (a,b,c shown previously) reveals that the Bus 1 failure event is contained in
each of them. Therefore, none of these cut-sets are minimal cut-sets of the original FT.
The result is that the challenge event fails to occur in any of the full FT minimal cut-sets.

To cast this situation in the notation introduced in Section 1.2, the event Y for the full
FT is the empty set 0 , and, therefore, the PPS of the challenge is the universal set Q. The
interpretation of this PPS is that, in terms of the global system logic, the potential for
battery failure does not introduce any incremental hazard (potential for failure) to the
system. Given the insights gained (relating to Bus 31 power support) from inspection of
the PPSs from the pruned tree, the proposition that PPSs from the pruned tree provide
a more comprehensive basis for comparison to system success logic is supported by the
current example.
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Note, no opportunity for FT reduction (as defined in Section 1.4) was identified for the
challenge of battery failure.

2.3.2 Electrical fault

Included in the preventative PPSs of the previous challenge is an event in which a fault
occurs downstream of circuit breaker 9CB4. This event, i.e., 2-4341-PM1-FS appearing on
Page 5 of the source FT (see Appendix B), is now identified as the system challenge. It
defines a fault on the electrical line serving the boiler feed pump, downstream of the
circuit breaker that isolates the line from Bus 9.

The pruning operation results in the FT shown in Figure 2-3. Inspection of this figure
reveals that reduction of the FT with respect to the challenge event is also possible.
Specifically, the single AND gate at which a route originating with the challenge event
meets with routes satisfying Criterion b (see beginning of Section 2.3) is the gate defining
event 5324-09-05. The routes satisfying Criterion b enter this gate via the intermediate
event 5324-09-08. This intermediate event is a candidate for reduction since it has no
contributions from the challenge event. J-type reduction can therefore be effected at this
event (see Section 1.4.1.1). The intermediate event is defined as "2-5324-9CB4 fails to
isolate the faulty feeder (downstream of 9CB4) from the bus". Figure 2-4 shows the
pruned FT following reduction. Adopting the convention established in Section 1.4, the
reduced event has been replaced by an developed event labeled by the same characters
as the original event, preceded by the character "J".

Evaluation of the FT results in a single minimal cut-set:

2-4341-PM1-FS o J5324-09-08.

The subject challenge therefore has a single PPS:

(J5324-09-08)'.

This is a mitdgative PPS requiring that "circuit breaker 9CB4 successfully isolates the
faulty feeder from Bus 9". This description succinctly describes the logical context in
which the line fault enters the Bus 9 FT.

To assess the effect of reduction on the PPSs, note that had the reduction operation not
been conducted, two PPSs would have been generated:

1. (5314-01-BU1-UV)' n (2-5324-9CB4-SC)' n (2-5541-BY31-FO)' n
(25541-BY31-L1-FO)' n (2-5541-BU31-FO)' n (25541-31-MDS1-FO)' n
(25541BU31-FDR-FO)' n (25541-31-MDS2-FO)'
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2. (2-5551-BY31-OCP)' n (2-5324-9CB4-SC)' n (2-5541-BY31-FO)' n
(25541-BY31-L1-FO)' n (2-5541-BU31-FO)' n (25541-31-MDS1-FO)' n
(25541BU31-FDR-FO)' n (25541-31-MDS2-FO)'

The respective descriptions of these PPSs are:

1. Bus 1 is available and there is not a forced outage of Bus 31 due to any of the
following causes: Battery BY31 failure, failure of interconnecting line to battery,
Bus 31 failure, short circuit in a feeder line switch, short circuit in breaker MDS1
or MDS2.

2. Battery BY A4 is available and there is not a forced outage of Bus 31 due to any
of the causes identified under the first PPS.

In brief, both PPSs require that Bus 31 not be unavailable due to forced outage, and each
PPS imposes an additional condition intended to ensure that Bus BUA4 remains
energized. While these PPSs provide a greater depth of information regarding the
mechanisms by which circuit breaker 9CB4 successfully isolates the faulty line, they do
not enhance an understanding of the way in which the line fault enters the system
failure logic, i.e., in combination with failure to isolate the fault.

2.3.3 Circuit breaker: Short circuit

The primary event defining this challenge is 2-5324-9CB5-FS with the descriptor "2-5324-
9CB5 s/c during mission". The event, which appears on Page 2 of the source FT in
Appendix B, is a short circuit in the circuit breaker that isolates Bus 9 from the line to
a circulating water pump motor. The pruned FT corresponding to this challenge is
shown in Figure 2-5. It is evident from this figure that the challenge event comprises a
singleton cut-set of the pruned FT. Therefore, no lines of defense against the occurrence
of this challenge exist. The PPS of this challenge is the empty set.

2.3.4 Circuit breaker: Failure to trip

The challenge addressed in this section involves the same component as that considered
in the previous section. However, the failure mode is now defined as event 2-5324-9CB5-
SC: "2-5324-9CB5 fails to trip on demand". This event appears on Page 4 of the source
FT in Appendix B. The pruned FT is shown in Figure 2-6. A single preventative PPS
results: (2-7112-PM1-FS)'. This is the event that "there is no fault on the downstream side
of circuit breaker 9CB5".

Comparison of this result to the preceding example demonstrates the potential for
sensitivity of the PPSs to the mode of component failure comprising the system
challenge. This finding is relevant in the development of a process for identifying those
system challenges to be addressed in a model review (see Chapter 3).
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2.3.5 Loss of a supporting electrical bus

The final challenge considered is the loss of Bus 1 which is a 13,8kV switchyard bus in
the Class IV power distribution system. The subject challenge event is 5314-01-BU1-UV:
"2-5314-BU1 bus u/v (sustained) given a reactor trip". This event occurs both in the Bus
9 FT (Page 7 of the source FT in Appendix B) and in the Bus 31 FT (Page 12 of the
source FT) which, as discussed in Section 2.1, is linked into the Bus 9 FT. The pruned
FT corresponding to this challenge is shown in Figure 2-7. A compressed version of this
FT is shown in Figure 2-8. (FT compression is defined in Section 2.3.1.)

It is clear from inspection of Figure 2-7 or 2-8 that the subject challenge comprises a
singleton cut-set of the pruned tree. That is, the challenge has no PPSs. Note that the role
of Bus 1 as support equipment to Bus 31 is irrelevant from the perspective of PPS
identification since it is the role of Bus 1 as a power source to Bus 9, via circuit breaker
1CB7 and the serving transformer, that constitutes the governing vulnerability of the
system. That is, given loss of Bus 1, Bus 9 becomes unavailable due to loss of its
supporting transformer, regardless of the status of Bus 31.

2.4 Conclusions

Based on application to the DPSE Bus 9 fault tree, the operations underlying the
generation of protective path-sets are assessed to be feasible. An intermediate product
of the transformation process is a simplified fault tree. This provides a succinct
representation of the way in which a specific challenge event can contribute to system
failure, as implied by the logic encoded in the source FT. The simplified FT then
provides the basis for the generation of protective path-sets. Determination of the
correspondence between these implied protective features and actual plant
design/operational specifications would be the goal of the model validation process.

In Chapter 3, the prospective role of these analytical tools in plant model validation is
addressed. Application of PPS generation techniques to a large-scale fault tree provides
the basis for addressing issues such as the presentational format of PPSs (such as
diagrammatic representations), structuring of the review process, and the systematic
recording of review insights.
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TABLE 2-1

COMPARISON TO DFSE RESULTS: CASE A
(All Interfacing Systems Available)

Top Event:

Conditions:

Notes:

Failure of Bus 9 to provide power following Unit 2 trip

All interfacing systems available

# marks cut-sets identified in the DPSE.

Module description surrogated by description of lowest-level
intermediate event above each module.

Top Event: 5324-O9-BU9-UV Total probability:
DPSE total:

1.19E-Q3
1.1 E-03

Cut-set

1) 2-5314-1CB7-OS

2) 2-K3015-CS

3) E5324-O9-30

4) E5324-09-01

5) E5324-O9-11

6) 2-5324-T9-FF

7) 2-K3015-102-CS

8) E5324-O9-16

9) 2-2000-POUTl-HE

10) 2-K3015-Y4-CS

11) 2-4341-PM1-FS
2-5324-9CB4-SC

12) 2-4430-PM1-FS
2-5324-9CB6-SC

13) 2-5324-9CB5-SC
2-7112-PM1-FS

14) 2-K3015-X1-CS

Description Probability

2-5314-1CB7 spuriously opens during the mission 4.28E-O4 #

PK3015 components common to all outputs fail 331E-04 #

MODULE: 2-5324-BU9 on a forced outage 1.28E-O4 #

MODULE 2-5324-BU9 bus fails during the mission 1.20E-O4 #

MODULE: 4.16KV cable bus duct-BD9 btwn xmer

and swgr fis during the miss time 7.00E-05 (f

2-5324-T9 fails during the -tission 436E-05 #

PK3015 input board failures unique to process controlled BY YD402 2.57E-05

MODULE: Power cable feeding 2-5324-T9 fails during the mission 2.48E-05

2-5324-T9 hostile environment during the mission 1.00E-05

PK3015 components common to all relays on output board fail 3.96E-06

Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB4 during the mission S.OOE-07
2-5324-9CB4 fails to trip on demand

Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB6 during the mission 5.00E-07
2-5324-9CB6 fails to trip on demand

2-5324-9CB5 fails to trip on demand 5.00E-O7
Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB5 during mission

PK3O15 components on I /P board cmn to more than one O/P relay fail 3.87E-O7
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TABLE 2-2

COMPARISON TO PPSE RESULTS: CASE C
(Bus 31 Assumed Failed)

Top Event:

Conditions:

Notes:

Failure of Bus 9 to provide power following Unit 2 trip

All interfacing systems available except Bus 31 (Class I power)

# marks cut-sets identified in the DPSE.

Module description surrogated by description of lowest-level
intermediate event above each module.

Top Event: 5324-O9-BU9-UV

Cut-set

1) 2-7112-PM1-FS

2) 24341-PM1-FS

3) 24430-PM1-FS

4) 2-5314-1CB7-OS

5) 2-K3015-CS

6) E5324-O9-3O

7) E5324-O9-01

8) E5324-09-11

9) 2-5324-T9-FF

10) 2-K3015-102-CS

11) E5324-O9-16

12) 2-2000-POUT1-HE

13) 2-K3015-Y4-CS

14) 2-K3015-X1-CS

Total probability:
DPSE total:

4.18E-03
3.0E-O3

Description Probability

Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB5 during mission 1.00E-03 #

Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB4 during the mission 1.00E-03 #

Fault on the downstream side of 2-5324-9CB6 during the mission 1.00E-03 #

2-5314-1CB7 spuriously opens durûig the mission 4J28E-O4

PK3015 components common to all outputs fail 331E-04

MODULE: 2-5324-BU9 on a forced outage 1.28E-04

MODULE: 2-5324-BU9 bus fails during the mission 1.20E-O4

MODULE: 4.16KV cable bus duct-BD9 btwn xmer

and swgr fis during the miss time 7.00E-05

2-5324-T9 fails during the mission 4.36E-05

PK3015 input board failures unique to process controlled BY YD402 2.57E-05

MODULE Power cable feeding 2-5324-T9 fails during the mission 2.48E-05

2-5324-T9 hostile environment during the mission 1.00E-05

PK3015 components common to all relays on output board fail 3.96E-06

PK3015 components on I/P board cmn to more than one O/Y relay fail 3.87E-07
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3. PROSPECTIVE STRUCTURE OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

3.1 Introduction

The fault tree model transformation to protective path-set (PPS) form has been defined
and, in Chapter 2, was applied to a moderately-sized fault tree (FT). The question of
how PPS information would participate in the PSA review process is considered in the
current chapter. Specifically, the issues to be addressed are as follows:

1. The moderate size of the electrical bus fault tree evaluated in Chapter 2 permitted
visual inspection of the FT diagram as the basis for identifying opportunities for
application of the pruning and reduction operations. (These operations are key
elements of the FT transformation process). However, for large FTs, visual
inspection of the associated diagram will not be a practical basis for effecting the
transformation. A large, complex FT will be considered in the current chapter and
an algorithm introduced for the generation of PPSs. The FT selected of evaluation
is that of the Darlington Primary Heat Transport Shutdown Cooling System
(SDCS) reported in Appendix B3 of the DPSE [Ref. 2].

2. The question of how the information content of PPSs can be most succinctly
conveyed to the model reviewers is addressed. Based on the SDC system
example, a block-diagrammatic representation of PPSs will be introduced.

3. The scope and partitioning of a PSA model review, the real-time structure of the
review procedures, and a format for recording review results will be proposed.

Chapter 3 is structured as follows. In Section 3.2., a brief overview of the SDCS and the
associated DPSE FT is provided. In Section 3.3, a spot-check of SDC results reported in
the DPSE documentation is described. This exercise was undertaken to confirm that the
computer-based SDCS FT had been correctly imported. In Section 3.4, the algorithm for
PPS generation is introduced and, for selected challenges to the SDCS, PPSs are reported
and discussed. In this section, the diagrammatic representation of PPSs is introduced.
Based on insights gained from the SDC system application, the prospective structure of
the PSA review process is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2 The PHT Shutdown Cooling System

A brief overview is now provided of the Darlington Primary Heat Transport Shutdown
Cooling System (SDCS) and the associated FT reported in Appendix B3 of the DPSE.
First, to acquire an appreciation of the size of the SDCS FT to be considered, the
following statistics allow comparison to the Electrical Bus 9/Bus 31 FT contained in
Appendix B and discussed in Chapter 2:
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Number of primary events

Number of pages (FT diagram)
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Bus 9/Bus 31

30

39

12

SEX

686

526

211

It can be seen that the SDCS FT provides a more stringent feasibility test of the PPS
formalism. The following outline of the SDCS is based information provided in the
DPSE.

The SDCS is designed to remove decay heat following reactor shutdown. During normal
cooldown, the Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) is cooled to 149°C by discharging
steam from the steam generators. The SDCS is then valved in to further reduce the PHTS
temperature to 54°C or less and to maintain that temperature.

Under abnormal conditions (such as loss of secondary side heat sink in the PHTS), the
SDCS can be used to bring the PHTS temperature down from a zero power hot
operating temperature of 265°C.

Two SDCS FTs are reported in the DPSE corresponding to 1) normal and 2) abnormal
cooldown requirements. The difference between the two FTs is minor. They share the
majority of the FT logic (i.e., the two top events reference identical intermediate events):
the FT diagrams differ only in the first 1-2 pages and the remaining logic is shared. The
principal distinction between the two FTs is that, under abnormal cooling conditions, the
scenario is included in which SDCS piping fails due failure of the operator to warm-up
the SDCS prior to valving the system into the PHTS. The normal cooldown FT is selected
for current considerations, the top event of which is:

3341-01-SDCl "Failure of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and
maintain 38 C (normal cooldown)".

A more detailed system failure definition is also provided in the DPSE: "Failure of the
SDC system to cool the HT system from 149°C to 54°C and maintain the HT system
temperature at 54°C for a period of 72 hours, following reactor shutdown and normal
cooldown by steam generators to 149°C". [Note, an apparent discrepancy exists between
the cooldown target temperature appearing in the top event definition (38°C) and the
target temperature included in the more detailed system failure definition (54°C).]

A schematic of the SDCS is shown in Figure 3-1. This figure is based on simplification
of an operational flowsheet of the system [Ref. 5]. (The degree of detail included on the
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drawing is selected to allow interpretation of the PPS data reported in following
sections.) Key design/operational aspects of the SDCS are as follows:

1. The SDCS has two modes of operation: one in which coolant is circulated by the
SDCS pumps, and the other in which coolant is circulated by the PHTS pumps.

In the SDCS pump mode, flow is taken from the reactor outlet headers (ROHs),
it passes through the SDCS pumps and SDCS heat exchangers, and back to the
reactor inlet headers (RIHs).

In the PHTS pump mode, the direction of flow through the SDCS is reversed
relative to the SDCS pump mode. Flow comes from the RIHs, it passes through
the SDC heat exchangers, bypasses the stopped SDCS pumps (via open motor
valve MV21), and returns to the ROHs.

2. The FT is based on the following SDCS success criteria:

2.1 Success of either mode of system operation constitutes system success.

2.2 Coolant flow must be established in both the north loop and south loop of
the PHTS.

2.3 The SDCS pump success criterion is 1 out of 3.

2.4 One out of 2 SDCS heat exchanger flow paths must be available.

3.3 Reproduction of DPSE Results - SDCS

The SDCS FT was provided by Oixtario Hydro to SAIC as input files to the SETS fault
tree computer program [Ref. 6]. Both the original SDCS FT and the modularized version
of the SDCS FT were provided. (Event modules were introduced in the DPSE to facilitate
the computational process. An event module captures a series of primary events
connected by OR logic, none of which appear elsewhere in the FT. By treating these
primary events as a single block, computation time is reduced. Note that it is the original
FT that provides the basis for PPS generation.)

These FTs were imported into the CAFTA code. With foresight to the generation of PPSs,
the following minor modification was made to the primary event probability data base.
Where an event was assigned a probability of 1.0 in the original FT (this was the case
for three primary events, two of which were interfacing events), this value was modified
to 0.5. This modification helps ensure that probabilistic truncation effects do not
compromise the integrity of the PPSs generated. Unlike the Bus 9 FT, no primary events
in the SDC FT were assigned a probability of zero. Therefore, no corresponding
adjustment was necessary.
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Of the primary events appearing in the SDCS FT, 19 are interfacing events. (An
interfacing event generally defines the failure of a supporting system. Its resolution into
more basic events is defined by a FT elsewhere in the DPSE.) The DPSE reports the top
event minimal cut-sets and probabilities for various combinations of assumptions
regarding the occurrence of interfacing events. These cut-sets are based on evaluation
of the modularized FT. Nineteen combinations, or cases, are documented for the normal
cooldown SDCS FT.

As a spot-check on the DPSE results, 3 cases were reproduced using the CAFTA-based
SDCS FT. In terms of the case titles from the DPSE, these are Case a, Case e, and Case
g, with the following definitions:

a. All interfacing events fail to occur. This is the base case in which all interfacing
systems are assumed available. This assumption can be realized by setting the
truth value of all interfacing events (i.e., system failures) to FALSE.

e. A single interfacing event is assumed to occur. This is the event 3310-01-1011 with
the description "Loss of coolant from HTS and failure of inventory control occur".
This case is realized through setting the truth value of 3310-01-1011 to TRUE and
the truth values of the remaining interfacing events to FALSE.

g. A single interfacing event is assumed to occur. This is the event 5314-04-BU4-UV
with the description "Failure of (electrical bus) 2-5314-BU4 to provide power
during mission". This case is realized through setting the truth value of 5314-04-
BU4-UV to TRUE and the truth values of the remaining interfacing events to
FALSE.

Case a: To reproduce Case a (base case) results, the truth values of all interfacing events
were set to FALSE. To evaluate the FT (i.e., to identify and quantify the minimal cut-
sets) a probability truncation level of 1E-5 was selected. At this level, 385 minimal cut-
sets were generated from the modularized FT with a total probability of 1.6E-1. The
DPSE reports 16 cut-sets for Case a. These coincide with the 16 leading cut-sets of the
project calculations. The cut-set probability assignments also coincided. These leading
cut-sets account for a total probability of 1.3E-1, i.e., for approximately 80 percent of the
total top event probability (at the 1E-5 truncation level).

Case e: In this case, the event "loss of coolant from HTS and failure of inventory control
occur" was set to TRUE. The DPSE reports unit probability for occurrence of the top
event in this case. This result was riot confirmed by the project calculations. The
implication of the DPSE result is that the loss of coolant event is a singleton cut-set of
the top event; however, the project calculations identified 276 cut-sets of the top event
in Case e with a total probability of 0.28 (at a truncation level of 1E-5).
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In Section 3.4, this loss of coolant event is considered as an example challenge to the
system. The PPS of this challenge is the successful operation of the SDCS via the mode
in which the PHTS pumps circulate coolant. The implication of this finding is that the
loss of coolant event is not modeled explicitly in the SDCS FT as a cause of failure of the
PHTS pump mode of operation. (Note: among other interfacing events in the SDCS is
failure of the PHTS pumps. Discussions with Ontario Hydro indicate that the FTs for
PHTS pump failure do model loss of HTS inventory as a cause of PHTS pump failure
and, indirectly therefore, as a cause of failure of the PHTS pump operating mode of the
SDCS [Ref. 7]. This information would not be expected to account for the Case e results
that are based on sensitivity analysis of the SDCS FT. Ontario Hydro has subsequently
noted that the PHT pumps were assumed to fail in Case e; that is, interfacing events in
addition to loss of HTS inventory were set to TRUE in this case [Ref. 8]. In light of this
observation it is noted that reproduction of reported results is problematic when the
specified sensitivity conditions, defining a "Case" for the subject FT, are modified in an
unreported way based on insights from other FTs.)

Case g: In this case, Bus 5314-04-BU4 is assumed to be unavailable during the mission.
At a truncation level of 1E-5, 387 cut-sets were generated. The DPSE reports 2 cut-sets
in Case g. Communications with Ontario Hydro [Ref. 4] indicate that the reported cut-
sets in each case are intended to include only those cut-sets that are added to the base
case (Case a) due to the boundary conditions associated with the current case. Inspection
of the cut-set listing revealed that the two cut-sets reported in the DPSE (or the
equivalent thereof, as explained in the next paragraph) were indeed the highest
probability cut-sets that are not included in the Case a listing.

A minor difference between the 2 DPSE cut-sets and the 2 equivalent project cut-sets is
that the primary event TS-3341-P2-RSF (in which failure of the Class HI power transfer
scheme results in failure of SDCS pump P2 to start) referred to in the DPSE cut-sets is
replaced by the module event E3341-01-922 in the project cut-sets. Ontario Hydro has
commented [Ref. 8] that the version of the SDCS FT provided to SAIC post-dates the FT
documented in the DPSE. In this more recent version, the specified module contains the
power transfer/pump P2 failure event.

A numerical discrepancy was identified in the DPSE report of Case g results. The 2 cut-
sets reported in the DPSE are

{E3341-01-771 n E3341-01-941 n E3341-01-211 n TS-3341-P2-RSF}

and

{E3341-01-771 n E3341-01-941 n 2-K0017-SO n TS-3341-P2-RSF}.
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The reported cut-set probabilities are 2.839E-4 and 2.478E-4, respectively. Comparison
to the project cut-set probabilities indicated that the DPSE assignments are too high.
Indeed, hand calculations based on primary event and module event probabilities
reported in the DPSE indicate that the respective cut-set probabilities should be 2.243E-5
and 1.957E-5. Ontario Hydro has noted that this discrepancy is due to a minor book-
keeping error [Ref. 8] in which the table reporting Case g results had not been updated
to reflect modifications to a previous version of the analysis.

The current spot-check was confined to Cases a, e, and g. In summary, there is broad
consistency between the results reported in the DPSE and the project results.

3.4 The Generation of Protective Path-Sets

The operations underlying the fault tree transformation to protective path-set form were
defined in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, the operations were applied to a moderately-sized
FT. This application relied principally on visual inspection of the source FT diagram to
identify opportunities for use of the FT simplification operations. The sheer size of the
SDCS FT precludes implementation of the transformation based on visual inspection of
the diagram. Instead, the transformation operations will be encoded in the form of an
algorithm. This algorithm defines the way in which the source FT input files are
modified to effect the simplification operations relative to a given challenge event. The
algorithm, developed for the CAFTA software, is presented as Appendix D.

Note that the algorithm requires no judgmental input of an engineering nature.
Therefore, it is accessible ultimately to automation. That is, the fault tree software could,
in principle, be modified to allow the immediate generation of PPSs given specification
only of the system challenge event. For current purposes, the algorithm was effected by
manual manipulation of the FT input file.

The key elements of the algorithm are:

1. The original (unmodularized) FT is pruned in accordance with the principles
introduced in Section 1.3.

2. The FT is reduced (J-type and Q-type reduction) in accordance with the principles
introduced in Section 1.4.

3. The FT is compressed (see Section 2.3.1) to remove equivalence gates (i.e., "equals"
gates). This provides a more succinct FT diagram for inspection by the reviewers.
(The relative sizes of compressed and uncompressed FTs is discussed in this
section.). Note that compression does not affect the identity of the resultant cut-
sets.

4. The FT is evaluated, i.e., the minimal cut-sets are generated.
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5. The cut-sets are manually restructured to take the standard form

T = Xu[AnY]

where T is the top event (SDCS failure), A is the challenge event, and X is the
union of cut-sets that exclude A. Through application of de Morgan's theorem,
the minimal cut-sets of Y' (i.e., the complement of Y) are determined. These cut-
sets are the PPSs of A.

The PPSs can then be cast in block-diagrammatic form for review.

Six example SDCS challenges are evaluated including two electrical system failures. Each
coincides with a primary event appearing in the full SDCS FT:

a. 5333-13-BU13-UV Failure of (electrical bus) 2-5333-BU13 to provide power

during mission

b. 2-3341-HX2-IT (Heat exchanger) HX2 fails during mission

c. 2-3341-MV7-CS (Motor valve) MV7 fails closed during mission

d. 3310-01-1011 Loss of coolant from HTS and failure of inventory control
occur

e. 2-3341-TE3-LO (Temperature element) TE3 fails low during mission

f. 5314-03-BU3-UV Failure of (electrical bus) 2-5314-BU3 to provide power

during mission

These challenges and the resultant PPSs are now described in detail.

3.4.1 Bus 13 failure
Bus 13 is part of the Class in power distribution system. Failure of Bus 13 is a primary
event in the SDCS FT. It is an interfacing event that is developed to a more basic level
elsewhere in the DPSE. The subject challenge event is the only event in the SDCS FT
describing a failure of Bus 13.

Application of the algorithm defined in Appendix D results in the simplified FT shown
in Figure 3-2. This is the SDCS FT following the pruning and reduction operations with
respect to the current challenge, and following compression. For comparison, the
uncompressed version of the same FT is provided in Appendix E. Note that compression
results in a substantial reduction in FT size. In terms of FT diagram pages (which
provides a crude measure of FT size), the following statistics should be noted:
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Number of Pages

Original SDCS FT 211

FT following pruning and reduction 41

FT following pruning, reduction and compression 6

The FT is now evaluated and the cut-sets generated. Casting the resultant cut-sets in the
standard T = X u [A r» Y] form, Table 3-1 shows the contributors to the event Y.
Application of de Morgan's theorem to the event Y results in the following single PPS
for the challenge defined by failure of Bus 13:

03341-01-1047)' n (J3341-0M045)' n (Q3341-01-655)' n
(Q3341-01-657)' n (Q3341-01-13)'.

These definitions of these events are shown in Table 3-1. This PPS is shown in block-
diagrammatic form in Figure 3-3. The logical interpretation of this form is identical to
that of a reliability block diagram: AND success logic is represented by a series
configuration while OR success logic is represented by a parallel configuration. Block-
diagrams as representations of success logic are discussed in the Phase 1 report [Ref. 1].
The following observations on the diagrammatic representation of the Bus 13 PPSs are
made:

1. Each path through the diagram (top to bottom) represents a PPS, i.e., a success
path conditional on the challenge. In this case, there is a single success path.
Realization of all events in the path is required to realize the PPS.

2. The success-oriented descriptors in each block are based on semantic
complementation of the corresponding FT event descriptors, i.e., the failure
descriptors. The characters (*) are retained in the descriptors of events that are the
success complements of Q-type events. Recall the following distinction between
J-type events and Q-type events: A J label is attached to a failure event that
(according to the FT logic) cannot be realized by a minimal event combination
involving the challenge event. In contrast, a Q label is attached to an event
description that could be realized by a minimal event combination involving the
challenge event. The Q-event is then defined as all failure scenarios resulting in
the event description except those involving the challenge event. This distinction
should be clarified by discussion of the current example.

The PPS shown in Figure 3-3 is now described and interpreted, block by block.
Comparison to the system schematic shown in Figure 3-1 will be helpful.
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a. The first requirement of the PPS is that there be flow from reactor outlet header
(ROH) HD7.

b. The second requirement is that there be flow from ROH HD3.

Note that HD7 is in the south loop and HD3 is in the north loop. Since a system
success criterion is that there be flow in both loops, then the specific requirement
that there be flow from HD7 and HD3 implies that all other flow paths from the
north and south loops are lost given occurrence of the challenge. These other flow
paths are from HD5 (south) and HD1 (north). Evaluation of design information
should confirm this finding if the FT logic is accurate. The implication is that the
motor valves isolating HD5 and HD1 from the SDCS (MV5 and MV1,
respectively) rely on Bus 13 for power while the motor valves isolating HD7 and
HD3 (MV3 and MV7, respectively) do not rely on Bus 13. (Indeed, inspection of
the FT logic reveals the modeling assumption that MV5 and MV1 rely on Bus 13
for power while MV3 and MV7 rely on Bus 14.)

c. The third requirement is that there be flow to reactor inlet header RIH HD4.

d. The fourth requirement is that there be flow to RIH HD8.

HD4 and HD8 are in the north and south loops respectively. Again, the specific
requirement that there be flow to both HD4 and HD8 implies that flow to the
other RIHs (i.e., HD2 and HD6) is lost. Again, the expected engineering rationale
is that the motor valves isolating HD2 and HD6 from the SDCS rely on Bus 13 for
power while the motor valves isolating HD4 and HD8 do not rely on Bus 13.

Note that the events of flow to RIHs HD4 and HD8 are based on Q-type events,
as indicated by the "(*)" characters in the description blocks. This means simply
that the FT logic allows scenarios in which the challenge event contributes to the
loss of flow to these headers. [For example, loss of flow from two of the ROHs
due to loss of Bus 13 and loss of flow from the other two ROHs due to causes
unrelated to loss of Bus 13 would have the net effect of preventing flow to RIH
HD4 due partially to loss of Bus 13.] The meaning of each RIH block is the
following: Since Requirements 'a' and 'b' (corresponding to flow from HD7 and
HD3) have served to remove the scenario in which flow to HD4 and HD8 is lost
because of Bus 13 failure, Requirements V and 'd' are now necessary to ensure
that flow to HD4 and HD8 is not lost due to failures unrelated to Bus 13 failure.

In effect, a PPS block, regardless of whether it contains the "(*)" symbol, defines
the requirement tha*t failure of the event due to causes unrelated to the challenge
must not occur. The "(*)" symbol then serves to provide the incremental
information to the reviewer that the FT does model scenarios in which the
challenge event participates in loss of the component or flow path referred to in
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the PPS block. (Note that the asymmetry between ROH and RIH blocks with
regard to the "(*)" symbol reflects a FT structure which, within the SDCS, models
causal dependence of flow to the RIHs on flow from the ROHs.)

e. The final requirement of the PPS is that the mode of operation in which the SDCS
pumps circulate coolant should not fail due to failures unrelated to the challenge
event.

The meaning of this requirement is clarified by the observation that there is only
a single PPS for the loss of Bus 13 and it involves the mode of operation in which
the SDCS pumps circulate coolant, i.e., the direction of flow is from the ROHs to
the RIHs. The implication is that the mode of operation in which the PHTS
pumps circulate coolant is lost upon failure of Bus 13. [That Bus 13 results in loss
of the PHTS pump mode would be a review issue. Inspection of the source FT
reveals that valve MV21 in the SDCS pump bypass line is powered by Bus 13.
Without the capability to bypass the shutdown SDCS pumps, the PHTS pump
mode is modeled as unavailable.] Therefore, there exists the following scenario
in which the SDCS is lost partially due to loss of Bus 13: (a) the PHTS pump
mode is lost due to Bus 13 and (b) the SDCS pump mode is lost due to causes
unrelated to Bus 13 (e.g., a common cause failure of the SDCS pumps). The result
of this combination is a failure cut-set of the SDCS in which the challenge event
participates. Since a PPS must protect against the realization of such cut-sets, the
PPS must ensure that the SDCS pump mode does not fail due to causes unrelated
to the challenge event.

The rationale behind each element of the single PPS has now been identified.

In the review of the PPS generated for this challenge, typical evaluation issues would
include the following:

a. Is loss of the PHTS pump mode of operation guaranteed by failure of Bus 13 as
implied by the FT model? A subissue would be that of whether it is possible to
cross-connect the motor valve (MV21) in the SDCS pump bypass line to an
alternative power source.

b. No recovery of Bus 13 is modeled. Such a recovery event would have appeared
as a PPS of the challenge. Since the primary event involving failure of Bus 13 is
a developed event (i.e., it is modeled elsewhere in the DPSE), it is possible that
a failed recovery event is intrinsic to the challenge event appearing in the SDCS
FT. That is, recovery is modeled in a Bus 13 FT. An action item would therefore
emerge from the current review to confirm that recovery is modeled in the Bus
13 FT.
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c. Is loss of flow through ROHs HD1 and HD5 and RIHs HD2 and HD6 ensured by
loss of Bus 13? Is flow through headers HD7, HD3, HD4 and HD8 possible with
the failure of Bus 13? Detailed knowledge of the power support for the respective
isolating motor valves would be necessary to address these questions.

d. Within each PHTS loop, is the ROH and RIH flow combination reflected by the
PPS acceptable in that sufficient cooling flow is provided to both passes within
the loop? A flow analysis may be required to address this issue.

e. Are there other dependences on Bus 13 within the SDCS that have not been
addressed, e.g., SDCS pumps?

It can be seen that the information content of this single PPS is substantial. Note that,
starting with a 211-page tree, the way in which a single failure event participates in the
system logic has been captured by a single, 5-element block diagram.

3.4.2 Heat exchanger failure

The challenge event now considered is "HX2 fails during mission". This is a basic event
in the SDCS FT, i.e., it is not developed elsewhere in the DPSE.

Pruning, reduction, and compression of the SDCS FT with respect to this challenge
results in the FT shown in Figure 3-4. Evaluation of the FT followed by restructuring of
the resultant minimal cut-sets into the standard T = X u [A n Y] form results in the Y
contributors shown in Table 3-2. Application of de Morgan's theorem results in
identification of two PPSs for the challenge event:

1. 03341-01-711)' n (Q3341-01-13)'

2. 03341-01-251)' n (Q3341-01-12)'

These are shown in diagrammatic form with appropriate success descriptors in Figure
3-5. These two PPSs are:

1. Flow through valve V23 is required and there must be no failures of the SDCS
pump mode of operation due to causes unrelated to the challenge. This PPS
focuses on the SDCS pump mode of operation:

a. Inspection of the system schematic reveals that flow through valve V23
implies successful flow through the heat exchanger HX1 flowpath in the
SDCS pump mode of operation. That is, since the success criteria on which
the FT is based require flow through only one of the two HX flowpaths,
then, if HX2 fails as specified by the challenge, flow through the HX1
flowpath is necessary. The event of flow through valve V23 is sufficient to
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ensure that there is flow in the HX1 flowpath. [Note, there is ambiguity in
the event definition regarding the direction of flow through V23. The
context of the event in the PPS implies that it is the SDCS pump mode of
operation to which the event pertains, i.e., flow is downstream of HX1
towards the RIHs. Inspection of the source FT confirms this assumption.
In a review of this PPS, confirmation of the flow direction implied by the
event might be identified as an action item.]

b. The rationale for requiring no failures of the SDCS pump mode due to
failures unrelated to the challenge as follows: Since the PHTS pump mode
can be lost due to failure combinations involving the challenge event, then
these failures, in combination with SDCS mode failures unrelated to the
challenge would result in cut-sets of the top event in which the challenge
participates. This PPS must protect against that possibility.

2. Flow through HX1/MV22 is required and there must be no failures of the PHTS
pump mode of operation due to causes unrelated to the challenge. This PPS
focuses on the PHTS pump mode of operation:

a. Inspection of the system schematic reveals that flow through valve
HX1/MV22 implies successful flow through the heat exchanger HX1
flowpath in the PHTS pump mode of operation. Again, since the success
criteria on which the FT is based require flow through only one of the two
HX flowpaths, then, if HX2 fails as specified by the challenge, flow
through the HX1 flowpath is necessary. [Note that in the PHTS pump
mode, the event of flow through MV22 is sufficient to ensure flow through
the HX1 flowpath.]

b. The necessity to include the requirement that the PHTS pump mode not
fail due to causes unrelated to the challenge event is based on logic
analogous to that outlined under the first PPS (item b).

Inspection of Table 3-2 reveals a third minimal cut-set of the complement event Y', i.e.,
a third event combination that would prevent the realization of Y. This is

03341-01-251)' n 03341-01-711)'.

However, the definition of this event combination is: "Flow through HX1/MV22 and
flow through V23". The requirement of flow through V23 reflects the complement of an
event in the source FT that appears only under resolution of failure of the SDCS pump
mode of operation. In contrast, flow through HX1/MV22 reflects the complement of an
event that appears only under resolution of the PHTS pump mode of operation. [Note:
although the PPS context in which each of these events appears makes the relevant
operational mode obvious, a more comprehensive intermediate event description (in the
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source FT) including flow direction through the relevant valve would have removed any
potential for ambiguity.] Although absence of both failure events does, as required,
prevent realization of the top event due to cut-sets involving the challenge event, this
PPS event combination implies simultaneous success of both operational modes. In this
instance, the original FT does not encode logical conditions that preclude the event of
simultaneous success of both operational modes. Since this PPS is unphysical, it has been
removed. The systematic removal of such PPSs is discussed in Chapter 4.

Finally, it should be noted that there are four primary events involving HX2 failure in
the SDCS FT: (1) failure during mission (the current challenge), (2) failure prior to
mission, (3) HX2 under maintenance, and (4) secondary side on forced outage. All but
the third event participates in the FT logic in the same way, i.e., each has identical PPSs.
(The logic modifying the third event insures that HX2 and HX1 are not simultaneously
under maintenance.) All of these events (including the third with some minor
differences) could be considered simultaneously as challenges in the review process. The
grouping of challenges for the purposes of review is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.4.3 Motor Valve MV7 fails closed

The challenge event now considered is that in which motor valve MV7 fails closed
during the mission. It appears as a basic event in the SDCS FT. MV7 isolates ROH HD3
from the SDCS. The pruned, reduced and compressed FT resulting from application of
the algorithm given in Appendix D is shown as Figure 3-6. The resultant minimal cuts-
sets are shown in Table 3-3. The corresponding two PPSs are shown in Figure 3-7. They
are:

1. Flow from ROH HD1 and no failures of the SDCS pump mode unassociated with
the challenge.

The requirement of flow from ROH HD1 indicates that this PPS involves the
SDCS pump mode of operation. Interpretation of this PPS is as follows: With MV7
failed closed, flow is lost from ROH HD3, which is in the north loop. Since one
system success criterion is that there be flow in the north loop, only ROH HD1
remains to provide that flow. Therefore, this challenge requires that there be flow
from ROH HD1. Note that this PPS implies that the FT model does not address
the issue of how the SDCS must be configured to ensure that loss of flow via
MV7 does not result in flow imbalance between the PHT loops and the passes
within each loop. The completeness of this PPS might therefore be raised as a
review issue.

2. Flow to ROH HD1 and no failures of the PHTS pump mode unassociated with
the challenge.
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The requirement of flow .to ROH HD1 indicates that this PPS involves the PHTS
pump mode of operation. The rationale for this requirement is analogous to that
provided under the description of the first PPS.

Note that in addition to the current challenge event, four other primary events
describing MV7 failures appear in the SDCS FT. Three of these have identical PPSs to
the current challenge. The fourth, in which the MV7 motor starter energizes spuriously
before the event, differs only by the addition of a single PPS involving operator recovery
of the valve.

3.4.4 Loss of HTS inventory and failure of inventory control

This challenge event is an interfacing event. It describes loss of PHT system coolant
inventory and failure to control the inventory. The corresponding pruned, reduced, and
compressed FT is shown as Figure 3-8. The resultant minimal cut-set is shown in Table
3-4. The single PPS of the challenge is shown as Figure 3-9. It is the requirement that the
PHTS pump mode of operation is successful. The implications of the existence of this
PPS are:

a. Since the SDCS pump mode does not appear, the SDCS FT models loss of HTS
inventory as a singleton cause of loss of the SDCS pump mode of operation.

b. Since the PHTS pump mode does appear, the SDCS FT does not model loss of
HTS inventory as a singleton cause of the PHTS pump mode of operation.

c. Since the single PPS event block is not based on a Q-event (i.e., the characters "(*)"
do not appear in the event descriptor), then the loss of HTS inventory is not
modeled as a contributing cause of PHTS pump mode failure, i.e., no minimal
cut-sets of the event of PHTS pump mode failure include the challenge event.

As discussed in Section 3.3, discussions with Ontario Hydro indicate that, although the
SDCS FT does not explicitly model reliance of the PHTS pump mode on retention of
HTS inventory, that reliance is modeled indirectly via other interfacing events appearing
in the SDCS FT [Ref. 7]. Specifically, interfacing events describing PHTS pump failure
are reported to reference FTs in which loss of HTS inventory is a cause of PHTS pump
failure. A validation issue has therefore been raised that would provide focus for
subsequent review of the PHTS pump models.

3.4.5 Temperature element TE3 fails low

Two temperature elements serve the primary side of each heat exchanger: TE3 and TE1
serve HX1, TE4 and TE2 serve HX2. TE3 and TE4 are located on the ROH sides of the
HXs. TE1 and TE2 are on the RIH sides of the HXs (see Figure 3-1). These elements
monitor the temperature of coolant flowing through the primary sides of the HXs.
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The challenge under consideration is failure (low) of TE3 during the mission. This
appears as a basic event in the SDCS FT. The pruned, reduced/ and compressed FT
relative to this challenge is shown as Figure 3-10. The resultant minimal cut-sets are
shown in Table 3-5. The two PPSs of this challenge are shown in Figure 3-11. They are:

1. SDCS pump mode of operation is successful.

Note that since this event block does not include the "(*)" characters, the
implication is that failure of TE3 is not modeled as a contributor to failure of the
SDCS pump mode of operation. This implies that the active temperature element
in a given operational mode is the element that is downstream of the HX. In the
SDCS pump mode, TE3 is upstream of HX1 (while TE1 is downstream). Therefore
the SDCS pump mode is not affected by the challenge.

2. Flow through heat exchanger HX2/motor valve MV25.

This PPS requires flow through HX2/MV25. The event of flow through MV25 is
sufficient to ensure that there is flow through the HX2 flow path in the PHTS
pump mode of operation. The requirement that there be flow through HX2
implies that credit is lost for flow through the HX1 flow path. This confirms that
an assumption in the FT model is that the active temperature element in a given
operational mode is the element downstream of the HX. Here, failure of TE3
results in loss of credit for the HX1 flow path. Therefore, the success requirement
in the PHTS pump mode is that the HX2 flow path be successful. [Note: flow
through HX2/MV25 represents the complement of an event that appears in the
source FT only under failure of the PHTS pump mode. This indicates that the
HX2/MV25 flow event pertains to the PHTS pump mode. Although the full event
description (see Table 3-5) of "flow through HX2, that is, flow through MV25"
implies that the relevant operational mode is the PHTS pump mode, spécification
of flow direction in the failure event appearing in the source FT would have
further reduced the potential for ambiguity.]

A validation issue for these PPSs is whether the functions of the TEs are properly
modeled. Inspection of the SDCS Design Description [Ref. 9] confirms the model
assumption that the active temperature elements are located downstream of the HXs.
However, inspection of the SDCS operational flowsheet [Ref. 5] indicates that the active
elements are located upstream of the HXs (i.e., feedforward rather than feedback
control). This is a situation in which conflicting design information may exist. Ontario
Hydro has commented that the operational flowsheet is in error and that this error is
being brought to the attention of the appropriate group [Ref. 8].

A further observation is as follows: The upstream TEs are connected to control room
alarms intended to prevent use of the SDCS when the HX inlet temperature is too high.
Since the first PPS states that success of the SDCS pump mode is unaffected by TE3
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failure, the implication is that scenarios involving failure of SDCS due to undetected
high HX inlet temperatures (through TE3 failure) and resultant boiling or water hammer
on the service water side are not modeled explicitly in the SDCS FT. Review of the
powerhouse upper level service water (PULSW) FT might clarify assumptions regarding
the reliance of shutdown cooling on TE3.

3.4.6 Bus 3 failure

Electrical Bus 3 is in the Class IV power distribution system. One primary event
involving failure of Bus 3 appears in the SDCS FT. It is an interfacing event. Bus 3
energizes Bus 7 in the Class III electrical power distribution system. Inspection of the
SDCS operational flowsheet [Ref. 5] indicates that Bus 7 powers SDCS pumps PI and
P3.

The pruned, reduced and compressed FT for this challenge is shown as Figure 3-12. The
resultant minimal cut-sets are listed in Table 3-6. There are five corresponding PPSs for
this challenge. These are shown as Figure 3-13 and described as follows:

1. PHTS pump mode of operation is successful.

Note that this event block does not include the "(*)" characters. The implication
is that loss of Bus 3 is not modeled in the FT as a contributor to loss of the PHTS
pump mode of operation.

2. Flow through SDCS pump P2/valve V14.

Again, this block does not contain the "(*)" characters. The implication is that the
FT does not model loss of Bus 3 as a contributor to failure of SDCS pump P2.
This PPS reflects the system success criterion that, in the SDCS pump mode, 1 out
of 3 pumps is sufficient. The requirement that SDCS pump P2 be operational
implies that pumps PI and P3 are lost.

3. SDCS pump PI restarts on restoration of power to Bus 7, and there is no loss of
flow through SDCS pump PI / valve VI1 due to causes unrelated to the
challenge.

This PPS implies that credit is taken for a recovery in which power is restored to
Bus 7 (Class III transfer scheme) and SDCS pump PI restarts. The second
requirement of this PPS is that the pump PI flow path is not lost due to failures
unrelated to the challenge. Since this PPS does riot require a successful restart of
pump P3, the second requirement protects against the scenario in which pump
P3 is lost because of the challenge and pump PI is lost due to causes unrelated
to the challenge. This scenario would constitute a cut-set of system failure in
which the challenge event participates.
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4. SDCS pump P3 restarts on restoration of power to Bus 7, and there is no loss of
flow through SDCS pump P3/ valve V17 due to causes unrelated to the
challenge.

This PPS is identical to the preceding one except that the roles of pumps PI and
P3 are reversed.

5. Both SDCS pumps PI and P3 restart on restoration of power.

With the restart of both SDCS pumps on power restoration, this PPS is intended
to ensure that the challenge has been completely mitigated in that any subsequent
system failure would be unrelated to the challenge event. For example, no specific
requirements on the operability of valves VI1 and V17 are included in this PPS.
Failure of these valves to pass flow once pumps PI and P3 have been restored has
the same effect on system operability as failure of the valves in the absence of Bus
3 failure.

Among the issues that would be addressed in the review of these PPSs is that of
whether the impact of Bus 3 failure on the system has been comprehensively modeled,
i.e., does that impact extend beyond loss of SDCS pump support?

3.5 Structure of the Review Process

An algorithm for the generation of protective path-sets has been defined. Through
example, typical design and operational information encoded in PPSs has been identified
and corresponding validation issues discussed. The review concept defined thus far can
be represented by Figure 3-14. It involves sequential identification of system challenges,
inspection of the design/operational assumptions encoded in the resultant PPSs, and
assessment of the validity of those assumptions. What remains is to establish the
structure of the integrated review process for a PSA model, of which PPS evaluation
constitutes the underlying technique. This structure should define both the scope of the
review, and the way in which it is partitioned into constituent tasks.

Three aspects of the review are identified for discussion. These are:

1. The selection of top events with respect to which the FT transformations are
applied and which help define the objectives of individual review tasks.

2. The selection of challenges which define the FT transformations and which
determine the scope of individual review tasks.

3. The structure of the review proceedings, the documentation of review findings,
and the identification of follow-up actions.
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These three aspects are addressed in the following three subsections.

3.5.1 Top event selection

Any single protective path-set is conditioned on the identification of (1) a top event
typically describing a mode of system failure or some other adverse event, and (2) a
given challenge to the subject system. Furthermore, the PPS generation algorithm
demands the availability of a fault tree that defines the top event Individual FTs
therefore provide a natural basis with respect to which the overall model review process
may be sequenced. That is, a specific FT would be the subject of a single review task.
The question arises of which FTs comprising a PSA model should be selected for review.
Two principal subissues are identified:

1. At what hierarchic level in the PSA model should the FTs be selected for
review, e.g., system failure versus accident sequence level?

2. Given that the appropriate level of FT definition has been identified, how
are FTs selected within that level?

While there is no unique approach to the selection of FTs, theses issues are now
discussed and the merits of various options identified.

3.5.1.1 Top event level

There exist two principal options in selection of the hierarchic level at which FTs are
defined for review. One option is the level at which the top event of the FT defines a
system failure scenario (such as the SDCS FT example considered in this chapter). The
other option is that at which the top event reflects the linking of system-level
information to define complete accident scenarios, from initiating conditions to the
occurrence of fuel damage. Within this second option, there exist various suboptions for
the level of top event definition. In ascending hierarchic level, these are (adopting DPSE
terminology):

Accident sequence level (an accident initiating event in combination with
a single sequence of system failures that result in fuel damage).

Fuel damage category level (a collection of accident sequences that result
in similar fuel damage characteristics).

Fuel damage event (a collection of fuel damage categories. Note, unlike
most other PSAs which report a frequency for the aggregate event of core
damage, there is no specific model of the event of fuel damage reported in
the DPSE).
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Both system-level events and sequence-level events (where the term "sequence-level" is
intended to capture all three of the higher-level top events) have advantages as the bases
for review. The principal advantage of sequence-level events is that they capture the
logic by which the system failure events have been combined to define the event of
damage to the fuel. In effect, sequence-level FTs encapsulate the logic defining the Level-
1 PSA model. (A caveat to this observation is that once sequence-level cut-sets are
defined, they are often post-processed, or edited, with typical objectives being the
inclusion of certain operator recovery actions or the removal of cut-sets assessed to be
"unphysical". If such steps have been undertaken, then a dedicated review of the model
post-processing might be appropriate.)

A potential disadvantage of selecting sequence-level FTs for review is that this could
compromise the ability to focus the expertise of the review team (through selection of
its membership) on a single system, or system type, e.g., electrical systems. Conversely,
selection of a single system FT as the subject of review would allow this focus of
expertise. Since the ability to effectively bring plant expertise to the review process is a
prime objective of the product-orientated review techniques under current development,
this advantage of system level review is a significant one.

If application of the current review techniques were confined to the system level, there
would remain the residual issue of the validity of the logic by which system-level
information is linked to determine accident sequence logic. This logic is encoded in the
plant event trees. It should be observed that, from the perspective of model scrutability,
the plant event trees pose a limited problem compared to the FTs. (Note: attention is
focused currently on small event tree/large fault tree PSA methods such as those
employed in the DPSE.) For example, a single event tree defined in the DPSE can
generally be captured in a one-page or partial-page diagram. It is the FTs that capture
the detailed design and operational assumptions. Therefore, if the system-level is
selected for FT validation, the review of plant event trees could be identified as a distinct
task. Review of the event trees would include several considerations:

Adequacy of the spectrum of accident initiating events considered. In
particular, the focus of attention would be those initiating events that are
extrinsic to the plant such as loss of offsite power, or seismic events. The
consideration of intrinsic failures would be an element of the process by
which system challenges are identified (see Section 3.5.2).

Accuracy of the logic by which system failure events are related to the
onset and degree of fuel damage. Validity of supporting thermal hydraulic
and degraded fuel analyses would be the critical considerations.

The mechanical process of accident sequence linking. A fundamental
prerequisite for the accurate linking of system-level logic to acquire
sequence-level logic is the consistency of event definition across system
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analyses. Since the linking process is generally a mechanical one based on
Boolean algorithms, it is essential that primary events have been
consistently defined and labeled since it is the commonality of primary
events across systems that constitutes the mechanism for plant cross-links.
The review of labeling consistency would be a largely automated process
with minimal reliance on engineering judgment.

It is possible that the choice between system-level and sequence-level review would be
largely dictated by the characteristics of the subject PSA model. For example, the DPSE
modeling process has the following characteristic: In deriving sequence-level logic, rather
than link individual system FTs to define sequence-level FTs, the system FTs are first
evaluated to identify system-level minimal cut-sets. These cut-sets are then linked with
the use of Boolean algorithms to acquire sequence-level cut-sets. Therefore, in order to
define sequence-level FTs for review, it would be necessary as part of the review process
to link the system FTs. [Note: the practicality of this process should not be impeded by
the resultant volume of the sequence FTs since the PPS transformation algorithm
(particularly its pruning and reduction elements) has proven through example to be an
effective mechanism for the control of FT size prior to cut-set generation.] A drawback
to an approach in which the reviewers link system FTs is that the potential exists for the
introduction of model errors that result from the analytic process of the review.

Both system-level and sequence-level review are feasible. The structure of the subject
PSA model may be a critical consideration in the selection of approach. For the DPSE,
the system-level approach may be preferable. This would avoid the need for the
independent linking of FT logic while still allowing a FT-based review that addresses the
bulk of the plant modeling detail. Supplementary effort to address accident sequence
logic would then be appropriate.

3.5.1.2 Spectrum of top events

Having established the level at which the reviewable FTs are defined, the issue remains
of which FTs should be selected for review. Two approaches to resolution of this issue
are identified:

Comprehensive review

Spot-check review

The former approach would seek to encompass all FTs comprising the PSA model while
the latter approach would be based on the identification of selected FTs.

The basis for comprehensive review is straightforward: The FTs corresponding to all
modeled system failure events or all modeled sequence-level events in the PSA model
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would be addressed in the review. While this approach is technically feasible, it is
expected that the principal constraint would be that of resource availability.

The spot-check approach requires the selection of FTs for review. While such an
approach could rely to some degree on the a priori selection of FTs, a dynamic element
to the process in which the identification of potential issues in the review of a given FT
leads naturally to the inspection of other specific FTs would be preferable. For example,
in the SDCS FT example addressed in Section 3.4.1, the question arose of whether the
recovery of a given electrical bus (where failure of that bus appears as a primary event
in the SDCS FT) is modeled in the FT developed specifically for that bus. Subsequent
evaluation of the electrical bus FT would have been appropriate therefore in a PSA
review.

3.5.2 Selection of challenges

The generation of protective path-sets is predicated on those system challenges that
coincide with primary events in the subject fault tree. A typical primary event describes
the failure of a system component, or interfacing system, via a specific mode. The PPSs
corresponding to the occurrence of each challenge are evaluated with respect to the
appropriateness of their content (i.e., the accuracy and completeness of content), and
their inclusiveness (i.e., the completeness of a family of PPSs). There remains however
the question of the completeness of the set of challenges with respect to which PPSs are
identified.

Assessment of this last completeness issue is exterior to consideration of the content and
spectrum of PPSs. Therefore, while the base of primary events for a FT provides one
straightforward source for the identification of system challenges, this completeness issue
may demand supplementary assessment of potential challenges. Note that identification
of challenges that are not represented as primary events implies either that the challenge
reflects an event that is beyond the scope of the PSA (e.g., the failure of a passive
component such as pipework in a PSA that addresses only active components), or that
the challenge is trivial in the sense that no corresponding lines of protection are
necessary. This latter case implies that the challenge event cannot participate in a
minimal cut-set of the system. The reconciliation of this implication with system
design/operations would be the subject of review.

Commonality between the current approach to model review and existing hazard
identification techniques was discussed in the Phase 1 report [Ref. 1], For example, like
HAZOP (hazard and ogerability) studies, the PPS review mechanism is "bottom-up" in
the sense that it based on the postulation of specific deviations from normal operation
(bottom-level events) and the subsequent evaluation of system response. Since a
principal objective of the HAZOP method is the systematic identification of deviations
from normal system operations, that analytical method may provide some insight on the
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current issue of the completeness of system challenge events. Ref. 10 describes HAZOP
methods in detail.

In brief, the HAZOP approach systematizes the identification of hazards by focusing
sequentially on specific segments of the system, defined usually in terms of major
components (e.g., vessels) and their interconnecting pipework. Within each identified
segment of pipework, various "key word" combinations associated with potential
deviations from normal operations are used to prompt the identification of system
hazards. Such key word combinations comprise physical parameters such as "flow",
"pressure", and "temperature" preceded by guidewords such as "more" (meaning "more
than design.."), "less", "reverse" and "no". Specific system challenges with the potential
to realize the conditions reflected by the key word combinations are then identified.

The relative lack of diversity in nuclear plant systems (compared to the breath of
chemical process plant designs for example) may permit the HAZOP concept to be
adopted in abbreviated form. As prescribed by HAZOP methods, the subject system
could first be resolved into elemental segments. Such segments could be defined in term
of pipework segments (in the case of mechanical systems) or electrical lines. For
example, in the case of the SDCS, one such segment could be the line defining the heat
exchanger HX2 flowpath between the headers common to both HX flowpaths (see Figure
3-1).

Within each segment, potential modes of deviation from normal operations would be
identified. In a mechanical system, the following set of deviations would be adequate:

Inadequate flow
Excessive flow
Low temperature
High temperature

In the case of electrical systems, the basis of deviations might be selected as:

Inadequate flow
Excessive flow
Short circuit

Component failure events in each segment that would lead to each such deviation would
then be identified. That is, for each deviation considered, an attempt would be made to
comprehensively identify component failures (or failures of interfacing systems that
support components in the subject system segment) resulting in that deviation. The types
of challenges thereby identified would be expected to include

mechanical failures (e.g., pump, valve and piping failures),
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electrical failures (e.gv the loss of supporting electrical buses), and

instrumentation and control failures.

Note that the level of resolution at which challenge events are identified would be
guided by the depth of resolution of the FT model under review. For example, the
failure of a motor valve MV1 in a closed position could be identified as the single failure
event "MV1 failed closed" if this is consistent with the depth of modeling resolution in
the PSA. More detailed modeling would demand the individual identification of
contributing events, e.g.,

"Mechanical failure (closed) of MV1 prior to mission"

"MV1 closes prior to mission due to spurious motor actuation"

"Mechanical failure (closed) of MV1 during mission"

"MV1 closes during mission due to spurious motor actuation"

etc.

As in the selection of FTs for review, one of two basic approaches to the selection of
system challenges can be adopted:

Comprehensive

Spot-check

While the former approach would demand efforts to identify system challenges
comprehensively (to within the scope of the subject PSA), the latter approach would
require only the spot-check of selected, representative challenges.

Within the spot-check option, some systematization of the identification of system
challenges would be preferable. This systematization could take the form of considering
a single failure mode for each macro-component (pump, valve, etc.) within the system
boundary and for each interfacing system. These failure modes should be sufficiently
diverse to encompass a broad sample of I&C, electrical, and mechanical failures.

As in the case of FT selection, while there is no technical impediment to the
comprehensive approach to review, resource availability is likely to be the principal
constraint. This constraint would be manifested the most clearly with respect to large
FTs. For example, as noted in Section 3.2, the SDCS FT has over 500 primary events.
About 300 of these events were captured in the DPSE analyses by 50 event modules.
Noting that any two primary events in a module participate in the FT logic in the same
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way (i.e., the two events are always connected by OR logic) and would therefore result
in the same PPSs, this means that the number of differing families of PPSs that would
require review is approximately 500 - 300 + 50 = 250.

Note further that if membership of primary events to the DPSE modules were used as
a basis for identifying challenges that are equivalent with respect to FT logic, then
review of the validity of this assumption with respect to system design and operations
would be a prerequisite to consideration of the associated PPSs. The spot-check approach
may therefore provide the most cost-effective basis for acquiring an indication of model
quality.

3.5.3 Review proceedings and documentation

An underlying premise of the current techniques for PSA evaluation is that by
transforming the model into a form expected to be more scrutable and understandable
by plant personnel, then the potential for thorough, expert review of modeling
assumptions is enhanced. Having established the form of information that would be
reviewed, the question arises of the appropriate structure of the proceedings in which
plant personnel would participate.

Again, HAZOP methods may provide some guidance as to the appropriate format for
the review. First, some similarities between the objectives of the current validation
techniques and HAZOP methods are recapped and expanded. Like the current methods,
the objective of a HAZOP study is to focus the expertise of a group of engineers with
specialized knowledge in the subject system on the identification of potential process
deviations, or system challenges. The approach is a "bottom-up" one in which potential
challenges are identified and the consequent effect on the system is assessed.

While operational flowsheets (or "piping and instrumentation diagrams", "manufacturing
flow diagrams", etc.) generally provide the focus for review discussions, it is the
expertise of the review group members and their ability to determine the operational
implications of design information that constitute the principal knowledge base for the
review. That is, inspection of design documentation alone would be a weak basis for the
identification of system hazards and response. For this reason, the "brainstorming"
element of the HAZOP approach is generally viewed as one of the critical bases of the
method. Incorporation of this brainstorming element into the current review techniques
would likely enhance its strength and credibility as a model validation tool.

With the HAZOP analogy in mind, the typical membership to a PSA review team might
be:

The facilitator - This individual would guide the review proceedings.
He/she would have an understanding of the PPS-based review technique.
HAZOP experience indicates that such a team member is essential to
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clarify the process/objectives throughout the proceedings, to motivate
appropriate participation of all team members, and to maintain schedule.

The scribe - This individual would record the results and action items of
the review. Documentation is discussed Section 3.5.3.3. Again, HAZOP
experience indicates that a the inclusion of a participant with the dedicated
task of documentation serves to expedite the process significantly.

Participants with substantive expertise in subject system - The remaining
members of the review team would represent a base of expertise that
encompasses system design (including I&C), maintenance, and operations.
It is estimated that this part of the team would comprise of 3-4 individuals,
depending on system size and complexity.

A single review task would be the evaluation of a given FT. In certain cases, it may be
more practical and efficient to group FTs as an individual review task (e.g., all 4 kV
buses in the Class IV power distribution system). A 3-phase process supporting the
review is envisioned:

1. Preparation

2. Review sessions

3. Finalization of documentation

These are now discussed sequentially.

3.5.3.1 Preparation

This phase could be completed prior to participation of the individuals with system
expertise. The principal subtasks involved in preparation for the review would be:

Accumulation of design/operations documentation. This would include
operational flowsheets, design descriptions, design manuals, and
operational guidelines for the principal system and interfacing systems
included in the FT.

Identification of system segments. This would be based on inspection of
operational flowsheets.

Generation of PPSs for the range of FT-based challenges to be addressed
in the review.
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Preparation of documentation format (possibly as forms) that will provide
the basis for recording and transmitting results of the review. This pre-
review documentation would have the additional role of providing
challenge and PPS information to the reviewers. See Section 3.5.3.3 for a
discussion of documentation format.

3.5.3.2 Review sessions

A review session would be sequenced by the documentation forms. System segments
would be considered sequentially. The review team would be provided with the
challenges identified as primary events in the FT (or those identified a, priori as the
subjects of a spot-check) for each segment. The first issue addressed by the team would
be that of whether the list of challenges identified within the segment is complete
(particularly if the "comprehensive" approach to review has been selected). At this stage,
the approach to challenge identification outlined in Section 3.5.2 might be adopted.

If equivalent (with respect to PPS generation) challenges have been grouped, then a
second review issue would be that of whether the equivalence assumption is valid from
the perspective of anticipated system response. Challenges assessed to be inequivalent
could then be treated separately in the subsequent discussion of PPSs.

The PPSs would then be reviewed for each challenge or challenge group. Typical review
issues are identified through example in Section 3.4. The fundamental issues are those
of the accuracy and completeness of content of the PPSs, and the inclusiveness of the
family of PPSs relative to a given challenge. Findings, questions/issues, and action items
would be recorded as the review proceeds. Key items for documentation would include
the following:

Identified modeling deficiencies

Issues that should be addressed during the review of other, related system
models to ensure appropriate interfaces exist (e.g., the issue of whether
recovery of Class III Bus 13 is modeled in the Bus 13 FT arose in the
inspection of PPSs generated from the SDCS FT).

Other action items including efforts to clarify modeling information by the
PSA team, or clarify plant specifications such as design data or "as built"
information.

3.5.3.3 Finalization of documentation

In this third phase, the draft documentation of the review generated during the review
sessions is finalized. Documentation would serve a dual purpose in the review process.
First, the documentation structure would provide a basis by which to sequence the
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review in terms of system segments and associated challenges. Second, the
documentation would be the basis by which to communicate insights, results, and issues
identified during the review.

For each challenge addressed, three types of information would be expected to comprise
the review documentation. The first two types would be prepared prior to the review
sessions, while the third would be generated as a result of the review process:

1. A description of the challenge, including the system segment with which it is
associated. Depending on the scope of the review (comprehensive versus spot-
check), this challenge description might be accompanied by a listing of equivalent
challenges (with respect to associated PPSs).

2. A PPS diagram (such as those developed for the SDCS). The transformed fault
tree (i.e., pruned and reduced) for the challenge might also be included.

3. Reviewer findings, comments, and action items.

One possible format for review documentation is shown as Table 3-7. This table
addresses an example challenge from the DPSE SDCS fault tree. Similar documentation
would be generated for each challenge.

3.6 Concluding Comments

The following elements of the proposed PSA model validation process have now been
developed:

The underlying model transformation process. Real-system applications
have demonstrated the feasibility of transformation.

Representations of the transformed models (protective path-set diagrams
and transformed fault trees). These representations succinctly capture PSA
modeling assumptions.

A tentative framework in which to structure, conduct and document the
model review process.

With these elements of methodology, the essential components of the validation process
are defined. In the final chapter, recommendations are made for efforts to support the
finalization and test implementation of the review process.
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TABLE 3-1

BUS 13 FAILURE - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDCl "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and
mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

CHALLENGE: 5333-13-BU13-UV "Failure of BU13 to provide power during
mission"

TOP = X OR [5333-13-BU13-UV AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:

1) J3341-01-1047 No cooling flow from ROH HD7

2) Q3341-01-13 Fir to cool PHTS fr 149 to 38C using SDC pumps (*)

3) J3341-01-1045 No cooling flow from ROH HD3

4) Q3341-01-657 No cooling flow to RIH HD8 (*)

5) Q3341-01-655 No cooling flow to RIH HD4 (*)
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TABLE 3-2

HEAT EXCHANGER HX 2 FAILURE - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDC1 "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and

mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

CHALLENGE: 2-3341-HX2-IT "HX2 fails during mission"

TOP = X OR [2-3341-HX2-IT AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:
1) J3341-01-251 No flow thru HXl that is no flow through MV22

J3341-01-711 No flow through V23

2) J3341-01-711 No flow through V23
Q3341-01-12 Fir to cool PHTS frm 149 to 38C and maintain using

PHT pumps (*)

3) J3341-01-251 No flow thru HXl that is no flow through MV22
Q3341-01-13 Fir to cool PHTS fr 149 to 38C using SDC pumps (*)
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TABLE 3-3

MOTOR VALVE MV7 FAILURE - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDC1 "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and

mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

CHALLENGE: 2-3341-MV7-CS "MV7 fails closed during mission"

TOP = X OR [2-3341-MV7-CS AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:

1) J3341-01-1044 No cooling flow from ROH HD1
Q3341-01-12 Fir to cool PHTS frm 149 to 38C and maintain using

PHT pumps (*)
2) J3341-01-1044 No cooling flow from ROH HD1

J3341-01-24 No cooling flow to ROH HD1

3) J3341-01-24 No cooling flow to ROH HD1
Q3341-01-13 Fir to cool PHTS fr 149 to 38C using SDC pumps (*)
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TABLE 3-4

LOSS OF HTS INVENTORY - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDCl "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and
mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

CHALLENGE: 3310-01-1011 "Loss of coolant from HTS and failure of inventory
control occur"

TOP = X OR [3310-01-1011 AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:

1) J3341-01-12 Fir to cool PHT from 149 C to 38 C and maintain 38C
using PHT pumps
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TABLE 3-5

TEMPERATURE ELEMENT TE3 FAILURE - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDCl "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and

mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

CHALLENGE: 2-3341-TE3-LO 'TE3 fails low during mission"

TOP = X OR [2-3341-TE3-LO AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:

1) J3341-0M3 Fir to cool PHTS fr 149C to 38C and maintain 38C
using SDC pumps

J3341-01-281 No flow thru HX2, that is no flow through MV25
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TABLE 3-6

BUS 3 FAILURE - MINIMAL CUT-SETS

TOP EVENT:

CHALLENGE:

3341-01-SDC1 "Fir of SDCS to cool PHTS from 149 C to 38 C and
mntn 38 C (normal cooldown)"

5314-03-BU3-UV "Failure of 2-5314-BU3 to provide power during
mission"

TOP = X OR [5314-03-BU3-UV AND Y]

Minimal cut-sets of Y:

1) J3341-01-1022

J3341-01-12

J3341-01-841

Q3341-01-771

2) J3341-01-12

J3341-01-812

J3341-01-841

Q3341-01-941

3) J3341-01-1022

J3341-01-12

J3341-01-812

J3341-01-841

P3 fails to restart on restoration of power to 4.16KV
Class-Ill Bus 7
Fir to cool PHT from 149 C to 38 C and maintain 38C
using PHT pumps
No flow through SDCS P2 pump path, that is no flow
through V14
No flow through SDCS PI pump path, i.e., no flow
through VI1 (*)

Fir to cool PHT from 149 C to 38 C and maintain 38C
using PHT pumps
Pmp PI fl to restart on restoration of power to 4.16KV
Class-Ill Bus 7
No flow through SDCS P2 pump path, that is no flow
through V14
No flow through SDCS P3 pump path, that is no flow
through V17 (*)

P3 fails to restart, on restoration of power to 4.16KV
Class-Ill Bus 7
Fir to cool PHT from 149 C to 38 C and maintain 38C
using PHT pumps
Pmp PI fl to restart on restoration of power to 4.16KV
Class-Ill Bus 7
No flow through SDCS P2 pump path, that is no flow
through V14



TABLE 3-7

PROSPECTIVE REVIEW WORKSHEET

SYSTEM: PHTS Shutdown Cooling TOP EVENT: 3341-01-SDCl "Failure of SDCS to cool PHT5 from 149C to 38C and maintain 3 8 C

SYSTEM SEGMENT: From (and including) reactor outlet header HD3 to (and including) SDCS pump inlet header

CHALLENGE SPECIFICATION

Reference number: 8 Label: 2-3341-MV7-CS (Basic event)

Equivalent challenges:

a. 2-3341-MV7-SC (B)

b. 2-3341-M V7S-CS (B)

Description: Motor valve MV7 fails closed during mission

c. 2-3341-M V7S-SC (B)

d. 2-3341-MV7S-OSP (B)

MV7 fails closed prior to initiating event

MV7 closes due to spurious motor energization during mission

MV7 motor starter fails to energize

MV7 motor starter energizes spuriously before mission'

* Challenge (d) has an additional PPS in which the operator detects and corrects spurious energization

PROTECTIVE PATH-SETS:

0-K)

Flow to ROK
HD1

Flow fro» BOH
HD1

PHTS paap
mode

•nccenful
(*)

SDCS puap
mods

lucceiifnl
C)

Q-»0

(2-3341-MV7-CS) PAGE 1 OF 2



TABLE 3-7 (CONTINUED)

PROSPECTIVE REVIEW WORKSHEET

COMMENTS ACTION ITEMS

ADDITIONAL PAGES.

(2-3341-MV7-C5) PAGE 2 OF 2
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

The present work defines an approach to addressing the following validation issue: To
within the stated or implicit scope and depth of resolution of a PSA model, is that model
an accurate and complete representation of the subject plant? An algorithm has been
developed which permits the transformation of large, complex fault-based models into
a form that facilitates systematic evaluation of modeling assumptions against plant
design and operational specifications. The transformation involves

a. identification of specific challenges to plant operations,

b. simplification of the fault tree logic in a way that does not compromise
information contained by the tree about the way in which each challenge event
could participate in system failure or accident sequence occurrence,

c. conversion of the tree to success logic,

d. identification of the implied lines of defense against each challenge event, and

e. comparison of those lines of defense with the design and operational
specifications of the plant.

Based on insights gained from trial application to fault tree models reported in the
DPSE, the capability of the methodology to enhance the transparency of modeling
assumptions is very promising. A strength of the method is that is provides a compact
yet complete representation of protective plant features implied by the PSA model
despite the complexity and size of the source fault tree.

While the technical and procedural foundations of the proposed review process are now
defined, a series of methodology finalization efforts are recommended prior to full-scale
implementation with respect to a licensee PSA study. These recommendations are
provided in the next section.

The second general area of model validation (see Chapter 0) addresses the appropriate
content of a PSA model given its intended end-uses. This issue was discussed in the
Phase 1 document [Ref. 1] and a prospective analytical framework in which to address
the issue was outlined. Recommendation (e) of the following section outlines proposed
efforts to address the issue of model content versus application.
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4.2 Recommendations

To support finalization of the review techniques developed under Phase 2, the following
efforts are recommended.

a. PPS Diagram Generation

An algorithm has been defined for the generation of protective path-sets (PPSs)
conditioned on a given challenge event. This algorithm comprises of (see Appendix D)

(i) a series of steps involving manipulation of the input file (to fault tree software)
defining the fault tree structure, and

(ii) processing of the resultant computer code outputs (i.e., a success-space
conversion).

Implementation of this algorithm results in the direct generation of PPSs without reliance
on engineering considerations or other supplemental judgment. However, there exists
some residual freedom in the selection of the final diagrammatic representation of the
resultant PPSs. Specifically, with respect to the individual event blocks comprising a PPS,
there exists no "formal" information regarding the ordering of the blocks. That is, while
all logical elements of a line of protection against the subject challenge are contained in
a PPS, the Boolean logic does not convey the natural ordering of the events (since such
information is not implicit in the source fault tree).

In practice the example applications indicate that, with minimal engineering judgment,
the selection of the appropriate ordering of events in the block diagram (i.e., the ordering
with the most meaningful engineering interpretation) is straightforward. In general, the
diagram is constructed to reflect the sequence of components associated with a given
mechanical or electrical flowpath through the system. For example, the PPS diagTam
corresponding to an electrical bus failure in the PHT shutdown cooling system (see
Figure 3-3) was selected to ensure that event blocks defining system inlet flow
requirements are represented first, followed by event blocks defining system outlet flow
requirements. Such ordering of the event blocks can facilitate the comparison of PPSs to
system schematics.

Although this selection process is intuitively straightforward, the automated generation
of PPS diagrams will require the underlying judgmental process to be encoded in
algorithmic form. The development of such an algorithm is recommended. The
availability of this algorithm would remove the residual judgmental element from the
generation of PPS diagrams. A further property of the proposed algorithm is that it
would result in the automatic removal of nonphysical PPSs such as discussed in Section
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3.4.2. It is anticipated that the algorithm would be based on the comparison of PPS event
labels and/or descriptors to ordered system component data, where the ordering reflects
flow direction in specific operational modes.

b. Software Enhancement/Development

PPS generation currently relies on the manual manipulation of computer input files
defining the source fault tree. This detailed process can be time-consuming and prone
to error. Furthermore, since the process must be effected with respect to each selected
challenge event, significant resources would be required in the generation of all PPSs
associated with a single system. Computer-based automation of the PPS generation
process is recommended. Such automation could, for a given challenge:

(i) Identify all primary events that are equivalent to the challenge event in the sense
that they possess the same PPSs. The immediate identification of equivalent
events would remove the need to reimplement the PPS generation process for
each such event.

(ii) Generate a PPS diagram for the challenge event.

As an option, these outputs could be formatted directly in the form of the review sheets
used to guide and document the revipw proceedings (see Table 3-7).

The model transformation algorithm is currently based on use of the CAFTA fault tree
software. The preceding objectives could therefore achieved by developing a PPS utility
package designed to interface with the existing CAFTA software. Alternatively, a stand-
alone software package for PPS generation could be developed.

c. Trial Identification of System Challenges

In Section 3.5.2, a prospective process for the systematic identification of system
challenges is outlined. This process draws on techniques employed in HAZOP (hazard
and operability) studies in which deviations from normal process operations are first
classified in terms of "key words" (such as "inadequate flow"). These key words then act
as prompts throughout the review proceedings to identify equipment failures or operator
actions that would result in the subject process deviation. The value of this technique
would be most fully realized in a review intended to ensure the completeness of the
challenges modeled in the source fault tree (see Section 3.5.2).

Trial implementation of this technique is recommended. As described in Section 3.5.2,
the selected system would first be resolved into a series of segments. The key word
approach would then be applied to each segment and source challenges identified. Such
challenges would include system component failures, operators errors, failure of
supporting systems, and I&C failures. The list of challenges so identified would then be
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compared to the primary event listing associated with the subject fault tree. Any
systematic deficiencies in the list of challenge events identified through this approach
would imply the need for methodological improvements. Conversely, the omission of
identified challenges from the source fault tree would indicate potential incompleteness
in the fault tree model.

d. "Dry Run" Review

The participation of utility plant personnel in the review process is. an important element
of the review technique currently envisioned. This participation will help ensure
knowledgeable review of the subject PSA models. While the elements of the review
process have now been defined, a trial application of the techniques is recommended
prior to utility involvement. Such a dry run of the process will help formulate details of
the review procedures and resolve potential procedural problem areas. The
recommended dry run would consist of the following steps.

(i) Selection of a system modeled in the DPSE. Selection of the PHTS Shutdown
Cooling System would make most effective use of the present work.

(ii) Selection of a series of system challenges. Consistent with the spot-check approach
defined in Section 3.5.2, a single failure mode would be identified with each
macro-component of the system.

(iii) Generation of PPS diagrams. For each challenge selected, PPS diagrams would be
generated and review sheets prepared.

(iv) Conduct of a review session. AECB plant site personnel would assume the roles
of the plant engineers and operations staff. SAIC or AECB personnel would
assume the roles of the review facilitator and scribe.

The documentation of this dry run review could serve as a standard for future reviews.

e. PSA Content Versus Application

The establishment of PSA modeling requirements relative to specific end-uses has not
been addressed in the present work. It is recommended that this issue be considered as
part of Phase 3 efforts. A two-element effort is proposed:

(i) Development of a detailed, technical information base characterizing model scope,
resolution depth, and ultimate applications for a series of specific PSA studies.
This database will provide comparative information on current practices and
perspectives on the relationship between required model attributes and end-uses.
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(ii) Establishment of procedures for the identification of modeling requirements and
sufficiency criteria associated with specific PSA applications. Analysis
requirements identified in AECB Consultative Document C-6 [Ref. 11] along with
other prospective Canadian PSA applications identified under Phase 1 will
provide the focus for these efforts.

These two elements are now described in more detail.

(i) Detailed Survey of PSA Applications: The Phase 1 report [Ref. 1] provided a general
evaluation of the current range of PSA applications and associated modeling
considerations. To support the establishment of applications-based modeling
requirements, it is proposed that the Phase 1 study be expanded to encompass detailed
technical assessments of case studies. These assessments would include the following
elements:

Selection of a series of publicly available and well-documented PSA studies. SAIC
and the AECB would jointly identify these studies. They would be selected to
represent diverse applications and modeling attributes (scope and resolution).

Characterization of PSA models. Each PSA would be characterized with respect
to its scope (initiators, range of event types, scope of human reliability analysis,
etc.), and depth of model resolution on a "per system" basis.

Characterization of PSA applications. Reported applications of each PSA study
would be identified.

Determination of modes of model application. The mechanisms by which each
model is used for the specific applications will be characterized with the greatest
degree of technical precision permitted by available information. That is, the
modes of model use and the specific calculational outputs supporting each
application will be identified.

Through comparison of the model attributes, modes of use, and range of
applications for each study, conclusions will be drawn on the consistency and
variability between the studies on model sufficiency for specific applications.

In effect, this task will help establish the conventional wisdom, or diversity of approach,
regarding the sensitivity of PSA model requirements to end-uses. An information base
will thereby be provided against which prospective AECB sufficiency requirements may
be assessed.

(ii) Establishment of Model Sufficiency Criteria: The objective of this second task area
is to establish modeling sufficiency criteria for a series of specific PSA applications. Since
no precedent for the development of such criteria has been identified [Ref. 1], a principal
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goal of this effort will be to establish, by example, the general form of the criteria. The
following subtasks are recommended:

Selection of a sample of model end-uses. Consultative Document C-6 [Ref. 11] and
other prospective Canadian PSA applications identified in Phase 1 will guide this
selection.

Identification of the mechanisms by which a PSA model supports each selected
application. This subtask is expected to involve the decomposition of each
application into a series of well-defined analytical phases. This concept is
discussed in Section 3.4 of the Phase 1 report [Ref. 1]. The mechanisms by which
the PSA model supports each of these phases will then be identified.

Establishment of modeling requirements. Based on consideration of the technical
application mechanisms identified under the previous subtask, the modeling
requirements for each phase of the application will be identified. A "degree of
adequacy" concept may be introduced in which, to each of a series of alternative
modeling attributes (couched in terms of model scope and resolution depth), a
measure of adequacy will be attached. Such a scale could be numerical or
characterized in qualitative terms such as "preferred modeling attributes",
"sufficient attributes although modeling improvements recommended", and
"inadequate model".

Assessment of the sufficiency of a given model. A PSA study will be selected for
trial implementation of the evaluation process. For each PSA application
previously identified, the sufficiency of the PSA will be established for the
constituent application phases. This evaluation will be based on comparison of the
model attributes to the sufficiency requirements previously established.
Approaches to the aggregation of sufficiency measures for individual application
phases to acquire an overall measure of model adequacy will be developed.
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APPENDIX A

GENERALIZED EVALUATION OF THE PRUNING OPERATION

A generalized evaluation of the effect of the tree-pruning operation (as introduced in
Section 1.3) on the resultant protective path-sets is provided in this appendix.

The minimal cut-set representation of a top event T in terms of the challenge event A
is given by

T = X u [ A n Y ] . (A.1)

Event X is the union of all minimal cut-sets excluding A and the [] brackets encompass
the union of all minimal cut-sets containing A. Now consider a tree that has been
pruned relative to primary event A in accordance with the criteria introduced in Section
1.3. Let the resultant top event be denoted T(A) where

T(A) = W u T,(A) (A.2)

and

T,(A) = A n Z. (A.3)

In analogy to Equation A.I, the term W is the union of the cut-sets that exclude A while
Tj(A) contains the cut-sets in which A is included. Since X is the union of all event
combinations resulting in T that do not explicitly include A, while T,(A) captures all
event combinations resulting in T that do explicitly include A, then X and T,(A)
exhaustively cover T and

T = X u T,(A). (A.4)

Substitution for T and T,(A) in Equation A.4 yields

X u [A n Y] = X u [A n Z]. (A.5)

Taking the intersection of both sides of this equation with the complement of X, X',
results in the expression

A n Y n X' = A n Z n X'. (A.6)

Now define the event YB as those events in Z that are excluded from Y, i.e.,

Z = Y u YB (A.7)
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and

YB = Z n Y'. (A.8)

Substitution of Equation A.7 for Z in Equation A.6 yields

A n Y n X' = (A n Y n X') u (A n YB n X') (A.9)

and therefore

A n YB n X' c A n Y n X'. (A.10)

However, since from Equation A.8 it can be seen that Y and YB have null intersection,
then Equation A.10 implies that

A n Y B n X ' = 0 , (A.ll)

where 0 is the empty set. Therefore, assuming that neither X nor AnYB is in general
empty, we have

A n YB c X, (A.12)

that is, occurrence of the event AnYB implies occurrence of the event X. Furthermore,
since X comprises of minimal cut-sets that do not explicitly include the primary event
A, then, from Equation A.12 it can be deduced that

YB c X. (A.13)

That is, YB itself results in the occurrence of the top event T. Therefore, using Equations
A.2 and A.7, it can be seen that the top event of the pruned tree can be expressed as

T(A) = W u [A n Y] u [A n YB]. (A.14)

where the first set of brackets contains (and only contains) all the minimal cut-sets of the
original unpruned tree that explicitly include the primary event A, and the second set
of brackets includes additional minimal cut-sets of T(A) which, while resulting in the
original top event T, are not minimal cut-sets of T. Indeed, occurrence of YB alone results
in the realization of T.

In terms of success logic, the protective path-sets of A, as determined from the original
tree are the minimal cut-sets of Y', while the protective path-sets of A dictated by the
pruned tree are the minimal cut-sets of 21. Since from Equation A.7 we have that

Z '= Y'nYB ' , (
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it can be seen that realization of a protective path-set from the pruned tree has two
requirements:

Rl. The realization of Y', i.e., realization of a protective path-set dictated by the
original tree, and

R2. The realization of YB', i.e., prevention of the occurrence of the minimal cut-sets of
T(A) that do not appear as minimal cut-sets of T.

This result generalizes the relationship between the two types of protective path-sets
derived from the example in Section 1.3.2. Note the nature of the incremental
requirement of a protective path-set from the pruned tree, as given by Requirement R2.
From Equation A.13 it can be seen that YB in itself results in the occurrence of the top
event. That is, protection against the occurrence of YB (as demanded in R2) is required
regardless of the vulnerability introduced by the occurrence of challenge A. Viewing the
system in this global sense, i.e., considering all modes of failure, Requirement R2 does
not focus specifically on protection against the vulnerability introduced by the challenge
A.

Conversely, confining attention to the way in which the primary event A participates in
the system failure logic (i.e., a local assessment that does not extend to consideration of
all system failure modes), then it is deduced that both requirements must be imposed
to protect against the vulnerability introduced by the occurrence of A. For current
purposes, the pertinent question is that of which type of protective path-set provides
closer correspondence to the engineering logic defining the accident preventative and
mitigative features of the plant. By example, the merit of imposing both requirements
on the content of a protective path-set is shown in Section 1.3.2. That is, the pruning
operation can not only simplify the structure of the fault tree but, also, enhance the basis
for comparison of the resultant protective path-sets to plant design and operational
features.
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APPENDIX B

CLASS IV POWER BUS 9 FAULT TREE

This appendix contains the fault tree for Bus 9 in the Darlington Class IV Power
Distribution System as reported in the DPSE (Appendix B13). The interfacing event
involving loss of DC power support is explicitly resolved in the project fault tree, based
on the Bus 31 fault tree, reported in the DPSE (Appendix B16). The fault tree has been
paginated to achieve direct correspondence with the fault tree documented in the DPSE.
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1
2-5324-9CB4 s/c
during mission

1
2-5324-9CB5 s/c
during mission

| 2-5324-9CB4-FS | 1 2-5324-9CB5-FS |

o o

A/ v
Page 1

2-5324-BU9 bus
fails during the

mission

I 5334-09-01 I

1
2-5324-BU9 feeder
fault and bkr fails

to clear fault
during mission

i
2-5324-BU9 bus
fails during the

mission

I
2-5324-9CB6 S/C
during mission

| 5324-09-03 | | 5324-09-01RS J | 2-5324-9CB6-FS I

i
2-5324-9CB7 s/c
during mission

2-5324-BU9 s/c
during mission

I
2-5324-9CB8 s/c
during mission

| 2-5324-9CB7-FS ~\ I 5324-09-04 | 1 2-5324-9CB8-FS I

o
i

Hostile environment
In th/rab

I HOSTENPVH)

I
BU9 random bus Vc
during the mission

J 2-S324-BU9-FS 1

o

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 I Page 2



A
2-5324-BU9 on a

forced outage

Page 1 5324-09-30

_L
2-5324-BU9 fails
sfc and is on a

forced outage

2-5324-BU9 on a
forced outage

2-5324-9CB4 fails
s/c and causes a
bus forced outage

J_
2-S324-9CB5 fails
s/c and causes a
bus forced outage

I 2-5324-BU9-FO | 5324-09-31

_L
2-5324-9CB6 fails
s/c and causes a
bus forced outage

I 2-5324-9CB6-FSP I

o
_L

2-5324-BD9 fails
s/c and causes a
bus forced outage

I 2-5324-BD9-FO |

O

I 2-5324-9CB4-FSP | I 2-5324-9CB5-FSP I

_L
2-5324-T9 fails S/c
and causes a bus

forced outage

I 2-5324-T9-FO |

o
2-5324-T9-CA fails
and causes a bus

forced outage

I 2-5324-T9-CA-FO |

o

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE | FIGURE B-1 I Page 3



A
2-5324-BU9 leeder
fault and bkr fails

to clear fault
during mission

Page 2
| 5324-0903 |

X
2-5324-9CB4 feeder

fault and 9CB4
fails to trip

during mission

X
2-5324-9CB5 feeder

fault and 9CB5
fails to trip

during mission

I 5324-09-05 I

/ \
I 5324-09-06 |

Page 5

JL
2-5324-9CB5 fails

to isolate the
faulty feeder from

the bus

X
Fault on the

downstream side of
2-5324-9CB5 during

mission

I 5324 -09 -091 I 2-7112-PM1-FS I

o
X

Loss of 125VDC bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

2-5324-9CB5 fails
to trip on demand

X
2-5324-9CB6 feeder

fault and 9CB6
fails to trip

during mission

X
2-5324-9CB6 fails

to isolate the
faulty feeder from

the bus

X
Fault on the

downstream side of
2-5324-9CB0 during

the mission

1 5 3 2 4 09-10 I 2-4430-PMi-FS

o
X

Loss of 125V0C bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

2-5324-9CB6 fails
to trp on demand

I 5541-31-BU31-UV0 I

Page 12A
I 2-5324-9CBS-SC 1

U
I S541-31-BU31-UVrj | |2^5324.9CB6-SCI

O

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE IFIGURE B-TT | P a g e 4
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A
Page 1

4.16kv cable bus
duct-BD9 btwn xmar
and swgr Us during

miss time

I 5324-09-vi |

J_
4.1 Okv cable bus

duct hostile
environment (BD9)

_L
4.16kv cable bus

duct-BD9. s/c
during the mission

5320-01-BD9-HE I 2-5324-BD9-FS I

o

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 Page 6



Power fails to the
cable bus duct BD9
during the mission

Page 1
I 5324-09-12 |

/NT

IT
_L

2-5324-T9
transformer fails

during the mission

I 532409-13 1

/ \ Page 8

_L
Power to 2-5324-T9

fails during the
mission

5324-09-14

Power to the cable
feeding 2-5324-T9
is lost during the

mission

5324-09-15

2-5314-1CB7 fails
open during the

mission

I 5324-09-17 |
/ \ Page 10

_L

_L
Power cable feeding

2-5324-T9 fails
during the mission

I 5324-09-16 |

A. Pago 9

Power to 2-5314-
1CB7 is lost during

the mission

I 5324-09-1B I

2-5314-BU1 bus IW
(sustained) given a

reactor trip

5314-01-BU1-UV

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 | T Page 7



A
Page 7

2-53Z4-T9
transformer fails

during the mission

I 5324-09-13|

2-5324-T9 fails
during the mission

I 2-5324-T9-FF I

o

2-S324-T9 hostile
environment during

the mission

I 2-200Q-POUT1-HE |

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 Page 8
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Page 7

Power cable feeding
2-5324-T9 fails

during the mission

15324-09-16 I

_L
Power cable feeding

2-5324-T9 faults
during the mission

_L
Hostile environment

for tha cable
feeding 2-5324-T9

during mission

I 2-5324-T»CA-FF I I 5310-01-T9-HE Io

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B - 1 | Page 9



A

2-5314-1CB7 fails
open during the

mission

r ^ T 5324-09-17 ]
Paya 7 *— ""Y\. —

I I
2-5314-1CB7

spuriously opens
during the mission

2-5314-1CB7 control
logic opens breaker

during mission

|_ 2-5314-1CB7-OS 1 [""53~Ï4-17-200Ô |

1
N.O. contact of
Y0402 closes

spuriously during
mission

I
N.O. contact of
YC413 doses

spuriously during
mission

1 53-3015^402-7-1 I | 53-3015-413-9-1 |

A""" Q
i

PK30Ï5 input board
failures unique to
process controlled

BY YD402

I 2-K3015-102-CS I

I
PK3015 components

common to all
outputs fail

[ 2-K3015-CS |

o

1
PK3015 components

common to all
relays on output

board fail

1 53-3015-413-9-4 |

ft
I

PK3015 components
common to all

relays on output
board fail

1
PK3015 components
on 1/P board cmn to
more than one O/P

relay fail

r~2'-k36i5-Y4-CS'~| | 2-K3015-X1-CS I

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 | Page 10



A
Page 10

N.O. contact of
YO402 closes

spuriously during
mission

1 53-3015-402-7-1 I

ft
_L

PK3015 input board
failures unique to
process controlled

BY YD402

PK3015 components
common to all

outputs fail

I Z-K3015-1 OZ-CS I I 2-K3015-CSI

1
PK3015 components

common to all
relays on output

board fail

I 53-3015^402-7-4 |

ft
JL

PK3015 components
common to all

relays on output
board fall

PK3015 components
on I/P board cmn to
more than one O P

relay fall

I 2-K30Ï5-Y4-CSI I2-K3015-X1-CS I

Bus 9 - Class IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 | Page 11
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Page 4
Page 4

Loss o( 125VDC bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

I 5541-31-BU31-UV0 I

J_
Rr to maintain

BUA4 energized
flwng loss of
normal pwr

I 5541-01-320 I

_L
2-5314-BU1 bus uAr
(sustained) given a

reactor trip

Batiery BYA4 fails
prior to mission

I 5314-01-BU1-UV I I 2-5551-BY31-OCP |

J_
Power from 2-5541-
BU31 is lost prior

to UN 2 reactor trip

15541-31-01 |

J_
2-5541-BY31 fails
and causes a bus

forced outage

I 2-5541-BY31-FO |

2-5541-BU31 fails
and causes a bus

forced outage

I 2-5541-BU31-FO |

2-5541-BU31
fdr

swtchs
g bus

any of
sd disent
fl s/c
freed

causin
outge

I 25541BU31-FDR-FO

_L
2-5541-BY31-L1

fails and causes a
bus forced outage

25541-BY31-L1-FO

o
J_

2-5541-MDS1 (Is
short circuit and

causes a bus forced
outage

I 25541-31-MDS1-FOI

CJ
2-5541-31-MDS2 fis

short circuit and
causes a bus forced

outage

I 25541-31-MDS2-FO |

Bus 9 - Ciass IV Power. DPSE FIGURE B-1 Page 12
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APPENDIX C

MODULARIZED BUS 9 FAULT TREE

The modularized version of the Bus 9 fault tree in Appendix B is shown in this
appendix. Each module is labelled by a character string that begins with the character
"E". The module definitions are those reported in Appendix B13 of the DPSE. In Figure
B-l, the label of a module event is contained in a box with heavy vertical borders.
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A
Page 1

2-5324-BU9 bus
fails during Ihe

mission

I 5324-09-01 I

J_
MODULE 2-5324-BU9 feeder

fault and bkr fails
to clear fault

during mission

E5324-09-01

BU9 random bus s/c
during the mission

I a-S3g4-BU9-FS I

2-5324-9CB4 S/C
during mission

I 2-5324-9CB4-FS I

2-5324-9CB5 s/c
during mission

I2-5324-9CB5-FS I

o

ft
2-5324-9CB6 s/C
during mission

I g-53g4-9CE3C-FS Io
2-5324-9CB7 s/c
during mission

I 2-5324-9CB7-FS I

o
2-5324-9CB8 S/C
during mission

I 2-5324-9CB8-FS |

I 5324-09-03 I
/ \ Page 4

j _
2-5324-BU9 bus
fails during the

mission

I 5324-09-01RS |

2-5324-BU9 Ste
during mission

I 5324-09-04 |

Hostile environment
in th/rab

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-iJ Page 2
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r2-5324-9CB4 feeder
fault and 9CB4

fails to trip
during mission

["~5324.0SM>5 J

A Page 5

I
2-5324-9CB5

to isolate t
faulty feeder

the bus

2-5324-BU9 feeder
fault and bkr fails

to clear fault
during mission

*• * I 532409-03 I

IT
, _ l , , . . . .

2-5324-9CB5 feeder
fault and 9CB5

fails to trip
during mission

[ 5324-09-06 J

fails
he
from

1
Fault on the

downstream side of
2-5324-9CB5 during

mission

1
2-5324-9CB8

to isolate t
faulty feeder

the bus

ï ...2-5324-9CB6 feedar
fault and 9CB6

fails to trip
during mission

|""'5324-09-07~"1

fails
he
from

i
Fault on the

downstream sida of
2-5324-9CB6 during

the mission

1 5324-09^09 | 1 2-7112-PM1-FS | j 5324-09-10 I I 2-4430-PM1-FS ï

ft
1

Loss of 125VDC bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

Q5541-3'î-BU31-UV0 |

/ j \ P a 8 8 1 2

Bus 9:

o /
V r

1 1
2-5324-9CB5 fails
to trip on demand

Loss of 125V0C bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

| 2-5324-9CB5-SC | | S541-31-BU31-UV0 J

Modules fExplicit

o
1 ,2-S324-9CB8 fails

to trip on demand

| 2-S324-9C86-SC J

u

FIGURE C-1 I Page 4



A
Page 4

2-5324-9CB4 feeder
fault and 9CB4

(ails to trip
during mission

S324-09Ô5I

_L
2-5324-9CB4 fails

to isolate the
faulty feeder from

the bus

15324-09-08 I

J_
Fault on the

downstream side of
2-5324-9CB4 during

the mission

I 2-4341-PM1-FS Io
J.

Loss of 125VDC bus
BU31 prior to or at

time of demand

2-5324-9CB4 fails
to trip on demand

5S41-31-BU31-UV0

A J 2-5324-9CB4-SC

Page 12

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 | I Page 5



/ v

4.16kv cable bus
dud-BD9 btwn xmer
and swgr Us during

miss time

F 5324-09-11 |
Page 1

MODULE

• Ê5324-09TÎ I

i
4.1 Okv cable bus

duct hostile
environment (BD9)

1
4.i6kv cable bus

duct-BD9, 8/c
during the mission

C5320^01-aD9-HE I | 2-5324-BD9-FS~]

o o

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 Page 6



/y
Power fails to the

cable bus duct 609
during the mission

é * I 5324-09-12 I

I
2-5324-T9

transformer fails
during the mission

I 5324-09-13 |

A Page 8

Power to 2-5324-T9
fails during the

mission

1 5324-09-14 |

ft
1

Power to the cable
feeding 2-5324-T9
is lost during the

mission

1
Power cable feeding

2-5324-T9 fails
during the mission

1 5324-09-15 | | 5324-09-16 \

I
2-5314-1CB7 fails
open during the

mission

Power to 2-5314-
1CB7 is lost during

the mission

A Page 9

f~5324-n9-Ï7~] f~5324-69-18 |
TV "page 10

2-5314-BU1 bus u/v
(sustained) given a

reactor trip

I 5314-01-8U1-UV Io
Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 Page 7



Page 7

I
2-5324-T9 falls

during the mission

1 2-5324-T9-FFo

2-5324-T9
transformer fails

during the mission

1 5324-09-13 |

fi
I C

I
2-5324-T9 hostile

environment during
the mission

2-2000-POUT1-HE Io

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 Page 8



A
Power cable feeding

2-5324-T9 fails
during the mission

* * I 5324-09^16 I
r-dya /

MODULE

• E5024-09-10 •

ft
I I

Power cable feeding
2-5324-T9 faults

during the mission

Hostile environment
for the cable

feeding 2-5324-T9
during mission

F 2-5324-T9-CA-FF I | 53ir>01-T9-HE^

o o

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 Page 9



A
2-5314-1CB7 (ails
open during the

mission

Page 7
I 5324-09-17 |

_L
2-5314-1CB7

spuriously opens
during the mission

o

2-5314-1CB7 control
logic opens breaker

during mission

I 2-5314-1CB7-OS I I 5314-17-2000 |

X
N.O. contact of
Y0402 closes

spuriously during
mission

J L
N.O. contact of
YC413 doses

spuriously during
mission

I 53-3015-402-7-1 I

A
I 53-3015-413-9-1 |

"
PK3015 Input board

failures unique to-
process controlled

BY YD402

PK3015 components
common to all

outputs (ail

I 2-K3015-102-CS I

i .
PK3015 components

common to all
relays on output

board fail

I 53-3015-413-9-4 |

PK3015 components
common to all

relays on output
board fail

PK3015 components
on I/P board cmn to
more than one O/P

relay fail

I 2-K3015-Y4-CS I I 2-K3015-X1-CS I

Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE | Page 10



A
N.O. contact of
YD402 doses

spuriously during
mission

Page 10
I 53-3015-402-7-1 I

i
PK3015 input board

failures unique to
process controlled

BY YD402

PK3015 components
common to all

outputs fail

I 2-K3015-102-CS I 2-K3015-CSI

I
PK3015 components

common to all
relays on output

board fail

I 53-3015-402-7-4 ~ 1

X
PK3015 components

common to all
relays on output

board fail

1
PK3015 components
on 1/P board cmn to
more than one O P

relay fail

2-K3015-Y4-CS I

Bus 9: Modules Explicit ] FIGURE C-1 Page 11
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Pago 5
Page 4
Page 4

Loss ol 125VDC bus
BU31 prior to or at

time ol demand

I 5541-31-BU31-UV0 I

J_
Fir to maintain
BUA4 energized

Ihvng loss of
normal pwr

I 5S41-01-320 I

ft
2-5314-BU1 bus IW
(sustained) given a

reactor trip

Battery BYA4 fails
prior to mission

I 5314-01-BU1-UV I I 2-5551-BY31-OCPI

JL
Power from 2-5541-
BU31 is lost prior

to UN 2 reactor trip

2-5541-BY31 fails
and causes a bus

forced outage

|2 -5541-BY31-FC) |

-L
2-5541-BU31 fails
and causes a bus

forced outage

I 2-5541-8U3VFO |

o
_L

2-5541-BU31 any of
fdr (sd disent

swtchs fl s/c causln
g bus freed outge

o

I 5541-31-01 I

I 2554iBU31-fDR-FOn

2-5S41-BY31-L1
falls and causes a
bus forced outage

I 2S541-BY31-L1-FO |

o
2-5541-MDS1 (Is
short circuit and

causes a bus forced
outage

I25S41-31-MDS1-FO I

±2-5541-31-MDS2 (Is
short circuit and

causes a bus forced
outage

25541-31-MDS2-FO

o
Bus 9: Modules Explicit FIGURE C-1 | Page 12
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APPENDIX D

ALGORITHM FOR GENERATION OF PROTECTIVE PATH-SETS

This appendix provides the detailed algorithm for the generation of protective path-sets
supported by the CAFTA fault tree software. The algorithm defines (1) the required
manipulation of the source fault tree input file to effect the tree transformation with
respect to a given challenge, and (2) the way in which the minimal cut-sets of the
transformed tree are processed to identify the protective path-sets of the challenge event.
These two steps (1 and 2) in the PPS-generation process are now described in detail.

The challenge event is identified as the event A. In Section 1.3, two criteria are
introduced for the retention of fault tree routes in the pruning process. Since these
criteria are referred to throughout the algorithm, they are reproduced here for
convenience: The pruned FT contains only those routes through the original FT that
satisfy one of the following two criteria:

(a) the route originates at the challenge event A

(b) the route does not originate at event A, but, meets at an AND gate with
a route originating at event A.

Throughout the algorithm, explanatory notes on the purposes of key steps are provided
in brackets. Note that inhibit gates QNH) are treated as AND gates. The term "AND"
should be understood to include INH gates throughout.

Step 1: Fault tree transformation

1. Import the subject fault tree (FT) into CAFTA and display in tabular format.

2. Identify the primary event A which defines the challenge.

[Routes satisfying Criterion (a) are about to be identified.]

3. Locate an occurrence of event A.

4. Highlight the intermediate event (IEV) into which this occurrence of event A
provides input. The IEV is on the same line as this occurrence of A and to the left
of the gate logic definition (i.e., AND, OR, etc.). The module marker command is
used to highlight the IEV name. This serves to simultaneously highlight all
occurrences of this IEV throughout the tree.

5. Repeat substeps 3 and 4 until all occurrences of the event A have been processed.
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6. Conduct the following iterative procedure:

Where one or more highlighted IEVs appear to the right of a gate definition,
highlight the IEV on the left of the gate logic definition, i.e., the IEV into which
the highlighted IEVs provide input.

Iterate until the following criterion is satisfied: Wherever one or more highlighted
IEVs appear to the right of a gate logic definition, the IEV to the left of the gate
definition is highlighted.

[By this stage, all routes through the tree originating at event A have been
highlighted, i.e., all routes satisfying Criterion (a). Now, routes satisfying Criterion
(b) are about to be identified.]

7. Identify all AND gates in the FT that satisfy both of the following criteria:

1. The IEV to which the AND gate provides immediate input (i.e., the IEV to
the left of the gate) is highlighted, and

2. There exist one or more non-highlighted IEVs providing input to the AND
gate (i.e., to the right of the gate).

8. For each AND gate satisfying both the criteria under substep 7, conduct the
following substeps:

8.1 Identify the non-highlighted IEVs that lie to the right of the gate
logic definition.

8.2 For each such IEV, X, introduce a new primary event (as a
developed event) JX as input to the AND gate. Give JX the same
descriptor as IEV X and assign an arbitrary probability of 0.5 to JX.

8.3 Delete as input to the AND gate, all non-highlighted events X.

[The events JX now mark the locations at which routes satisfying the following
two criteria meet (at an AND gate) a route satisfying Criterion (a):

1. The route satisfies Criterion (b), and
2. The route first meets with a route satisfying Criterion (a) at an AND gate.

The remaining routes satisfying Criterion (b) will be identified and accounted for
in the following steps.
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Note that by introducing the events JX, the fault tree has undergone J-type
reduction (see Section 1.4.1.1).]

9. Starting at the top of the FT and moving the cursor down the left-most column
(which lists the gate outputs), delete all non-highlighted IEVs.

[Extraneous logic is now removed, i.e., pruned. Specifically, routes satisfying
neither Criterion (a) nor both the criteria of substep 8 have been removed. Note
that this implies that routes satisfying Criterion (b) but failing to meet the second
criterion of substep 8 have been removed. In effect, those routes that would be
ultimately reduced to Q-type events (see Section 1.4.1.2) have been removed.
These routes must be reintroduced at a later stage (beginning at substep 12).]

10. Un-highlight all the FT IEVs. This is achieved by the module unmark command.

[The purpose of highlighting the routes (i.e., identifying routes satisfying Criterion
(a) has now been served.]

11. Starting at the top of the tree, delete each primary event (this includes basic
events, developed events, and undeveloped events) that satisfies neither of the
following criteria:

1. It is an input to an AND gate.

2. It is the challenge event A.

[Extraneous primary events have now been removed.]

12. Identify all AND gates in the FT that satisfy the following criterion:

1. There exist two or more IEVs providing input to the AND gate (i.e., to the
right of the gate).

13. Tentatively set the truth value of the event A to TRUE (i.e., the user should not
confirm the redefinition of A when invited by CAFTA). The logic that would be
deleted by the redefinition of A is highlighted by CAFTA.

14. For each AND gate identified in substep 12, identify all input IEVs that are not
highlighted for deletion under substep 13. Remove the deletion highlights by
responding "no" to the CAFTA prompt.

15. For each IEV X identified under substep 14, add an input primary event to X (via
OR logic) labeled QX. Give QX the same descriptor as X, with the additional
characters "(*)". Assign QX an arbitrary probability of 0.5 and define it as a
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developed event. QX is now a reduced representation of event combinations
leading to X that do not involve the occurrence of A.

[This step has effectively reintroduced (in Q-type reduced form) those routes that
satisfy Criterion 1 in substep 8 but do not satisfy Criterion 2. Now, all routes
satisfying Criterion (b) are accounted for. In accordance with the discussion
presented in Section 1.4.1.2, certain Q-type evenfs can now be removed. These are
the Q-type events associated with an AND gate into which A contributes in the
same way (i.e., via the same logic) to all input route combinations involving A.
These events are removed by the following steps.]

16. Using the CAFTA "compress" command, compress the fault tree.

17. For all IEVs X identified under substep 14, identify the AND gates to which they
provide input.

18. For each AND gate identified under substep 17, implement the following
substeps:

18.1 Identify all inputs to the AND gate which are intermediate events, i.e.,

18.2 Each of these intermediate events Xj has two inputs via an OR gate. One
of the inputs is QXj. Call the other input Y,. If Y, is the same event for all
values of i, then delete the events QXi for all values of i.

19. Recompress the fault tree.

[The transformation of the fault tree is now complete. The result is a compressed
version of the source FT that reflects reduction and pruning with respect to the
challenge event A.]

Step 2: Protective path-set identification

20. Generate the minimal cut-sets (MCSs) of the transformed tree using an arbitrarily
low truncation limit.

21. Enter the cut-set editor. Delete all MCSs that do not contain A and then set the
truth value of A to TRUE.

22. Determine the complement of the event defined by the union of the resultant
MCSs through application of De Morgan's theorem.
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23. Through simplification of the complemented event, determine its MCSs. These
MCSs are the protective path-sets of A. The algorithm is complete.

[Substeps 22 and 23 have been effected to date through hand calculation. The
limited size and number of the MCSs resulting from the transformed FT make
this approach feasible.]
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APPENDIX E

TRANSFORMED FAULT TREE: BUS 13 FAILURE IN SDCS

In this appendix, the PHT shutdown cooling system fault tree is shown following
pruning and reduction with respect to the challenge of Class III Bus 13 failure. Unlike
the transformed fault trees shown in Chapter 3, this fault tree is not compressed. The
compression operation is that in which all equivalence gates (i.e., "equals" gates) are
removed. Comparison of this fault tree with that shown as Figure 3-2 gives an
impression of the size reduction achieved through compression.



FLR TO COOL PHTS FR
149 C TO 38 C AND
MAINTAIN 38C USING

PHT PUMPS

I 3341-01-12 |

NO COOLING FLOW TO
BOTH ROH'S OF

EITHER NORTH OR
SOUTH PHTS LOOPS

1 3341-01-21 ]

A Page 2

FLR OF SDCS TO COOL
PHTS FROM 149 C TO
38 C AND MNTN 38 C
(NORMAL COOLDOWN)

I 3341-01-SDC1 |

FAILURE OF SDCS TO
COOL PHTS FROM 149
C TO 38 C USING PHT
PUMPS OR SDC PUMPS

| 3341-01-11 |

FLR TO COOL PHTS FR
149 C TO 38 C AND
MAINTAIN 38C USING

SDC PUMPS

| 3341-01-13 I

I
Fir to œol PHTS fr
140 to 38C using
SDC pumps {')

1
NO COOUNG FLOW TO

BOTH RIH'S OF
EITHER NORTH OR

SOUTH PHTS LOOPS

O3341-01-13 | | 3341-01-65Ï j

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 1
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NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV5

I 3341-01-6A2 I

NO FLOW THROUGH MV21

3341-01-211 I

/ \ P a 8 8 A

MV5 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-91 I

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 3



A
NO FLOW THROUGH MV21

Page 8
Page 3
Page 20
Page 7

-L
NO FLOW TO MV21

I 3341-01-241 |

NO FLOW THROUGH HX
FLOWPATHS

I 3341-01-242 |

_L
NO FLOW THROUGH HX1

PATH THAT IS NO
FLOW THROUGH MV22

I 3341-01-211 |

_L
NO FLOW THROUGH HX2

PATH, THAT IS NO
ROW THROUGH MV25

13341-01-251 I

/ \/ \ Page 9

I 3341-01-261 I

/ \ Page 16

MV21 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-212 |

FAILURE OF ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY TO

OPEN MV21

I 3341-01-221 I

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
STARTER OF MV21

\ 3341-01-223 |
/ \ Page 18

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 4



Page 3
Page 30

MV5 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

| 3341-01-91 I

FAILURE OF ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY TO

OPEN MV5

| 3341-01-101 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
STARTER OF MV5

| 3341-01-103 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
2-5333-MCC351

f 3341-OJ-7Ï ]
A Page 6

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 5



3341-01-71 Outputs:
Pago 19. Page 5. Page 18. Page 15. Page 13

A
NO POWER SUPPLY TO

2-5333-MCC351

Sea Output
List

1 3341-01-71 I

NO POWER AT 13CB6
OUTPUT

1 334101-72 |

FAILURE OF 2-5333-
BU13 TO PROVIDE

POWER DURING MISSION

I S333-13-BU13-UV |

o

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 j Page 6
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Page 2

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV3

[ 3341-01-17A1 I

NO FLOW TO MV3

| 3341-01-17A2 I

NO FLOW THROUGH MV21

| 3341-01-211 |

A PaBe 4

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed | FIGURE E-1 Page 7



A
NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV1

Page 2
I 3341-01-3A1 |

_L
NO FLOW TO MV1

1 3341-01-3A2 I

NO FLOW THROUGH MV21

I 3341-01-211 |

MV1 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-41 |
/ \ Pago 19

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 8



Page 4

NO FLOW THROUGH HX1
PATH THAT IS NO

FLOW THROUGH MV22

| 3341-01-251 |

NO FLOW TO MV22 OR
LOSS OF COOLING

| 3341-01-261 I

NO FLOW THROUGH
TUBE SIDE OF HX1

| 3341-01-262 |

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX1 THAT IS
NO FLOW THROUGH

ORIFICE OR1

I 3341-01-263 1

A Page 10

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed | FIGURE E-1 Page 9



A/ \
Page 9

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX1 THAT IS
NO FLOW THROUGH

ORIFICE OR1

I 3341-01-263 I

NO FLOW TO ORIFICE
ORI THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH V23

| 3341-01-271 |

NO FLOW TO V23

| 3341-01-272 I

NO FLOW FROM
REACTOR INLET

HEADERS

r~3341-01-311 |
A Page 11

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 10
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A
/ v

Page i l

NO COOLING FLOW
FROM RIH HD6

I 3341-01-31C6 I

NO FLOW FROM PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV6

| 3341-01-361 1

MV8 FAILS TO OPEN
ANO REMAIN OPEN

1 3341-01-371 I

/ \ Page 13

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed | FIGURE E-1 | | Page 12



A
MV6 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

Page 12
Page 39

I 334101-371 I

FAILURE OF ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY TO MV6

I 3341-01-381 1

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
STARTER OF MV6

I 3341-01-383 I

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
2-5333-MCC351

13341-01-71 |

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 13



A
NO COOLING FLOW

FROM RIH H02

Page 11
I 3341-01-31C4 |

NO FLOW FROM PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV2

L 3341-01-321 I

MV2 FAILS TO
AND REMAIN

OPEN
OPEN

I 334101-331 |

A 1S

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 14
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Page 14
Page 22

MV2 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-331 I

FAILURE OF ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY TO

OPEN MV2

[ 3341-01-341 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
STARTER OF MV2

I 3341-01-343 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
2-S333-MCC351

r~3341-01-71 |
/y. Page 8

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 15



Page 4

NO FLOW THROUGH HX2
PATH. THAT IS NO

FLOW THROUGH MV25

| 3341-01-281 |

NO FLOW TO MV2S OR
LOSS OF COOLING

| 3341-01-291 |

NO FLOW THROUGH
TUBE SIDE OF HX2

| 3341-01-292 |

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX2. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
ORIFICE OR2

[""3341-01-293 I

A* Pago 17

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 16



Pago 16

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX2. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
ORIFICE OR2

| 3341-01-293 |

NO FLOW TO ORIFICE
OR2. THAT IS NO

FLOW THROUGH V26

L 3341-01-301 |

NO FLOW TO V26

L_3341-01-302 I

NO FLOW FROM
REACTOR INLET

HEADERS

1 3341-01-311 I

À PaBe 11

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 17



A
NO POWER SUPPLY TO

STARTER OF MV21

Page 4
I 3341-01-223 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
2-5333-MCC351

\ 3341-01-71 1

AA

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 18



A/ \
Page 8

Page 3t

MV1 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

| 3341-01-41 I

FAILURE OF ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY TO

OPEN MV1

I 3341-01-51 |

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
STARTER OF MV1

1 3341-01-53 I

NO POWER SUPPLY TO
2-S333-MCC351

r~3341-01-71 |

A ^9° 6

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 19



A.
/ v

NO COOLING FLOW TO
ROH HD3

I 3341-01-25 I
Paya 2

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV7

[ 3341-01-12A1 |

NO FLOW TO MV7

| 3341-01-12A2 I

NO FLOW THROUGH MV21

| 3341-01-211 |

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 ( Page 20



NO COOLING FLOW TO
RIH HD2

| 3341-01-654 |

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV2

1 3341-01-661~n

A Page 22

A
L r

NO COOLING FLOW TO
BOTH RIH'S OF

EITHER NORTH OR
SOUTH PHTS LOOPS

1 3341-01-651 I

ft
i

NO COOLING FLOW TO
BOTH RIH'S OF NORTH

LOOP

1
NO COOLING FLOW TO
BOTH RIH'S OF SOUTH

LOOP

| 3341-01-651A1 | | 3341-C)1-6S1A'2 |

w
1

A
NO COOUNG FLOW TO

RIH HD4

I 3341-01-655 |

ft
I

No cooling flow to
RIH HD4 (•)

sage 39

i
NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV4

[ Q3341-01-655 | f_ 3341-01-681 I

<> A*"

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 21



A
Page 21

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV2

| 3341-01-661 I

NO FLOW TO MV2.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L11 HEADER

3341-01-662

NO FLOW THROUGH L11
HEADER

MV2 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-331 I

/ \ Page 15

3341-01-701

Page 23

Chad: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed I FIGURE E-1 I Page 22



LV

NO FLOW THROUGH L11
HEADER

- ^ | 3341-01-701 |
paya a.
Pag a 40
Page 38
Page 41

NO FLOW INTO L11
HEADER

| 3341-01-702 |w
NO FLOW THROUGH V23

I 3341-01-711 I

NO FLOW TO V23.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH OR1

NO FLOW THROUGH V28

| 334101-731 |

NO FLOW TO V26.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH OR2

r~3341-01-712 ] F "'3341-01.732 1

f\ Page 24 / V Page 36

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 23



A/ V
Page 23

NO FLOW TO V23,
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH OR1

[ 3341-01-712 !

NO FLOW TO OR1.
THAT IS FAILURE TO
ESTABLISH REQUIRED

COOLING FLOW

| 3341-01-713 I

FAILURE TO
ESTABLISH REO.UIRE0
FLOW THROUGH TUBE

SIDE OF HX1

| 3341-01-721 |

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX1. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
MV22

I 3341-01-722 |

/ \ Page 25

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed I FIGURE E-1 I I Paae 24



A
Page 24

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX1. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
MV22

I 3341-01-722 |

NO FLOW TO MV22.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L10 HEADER

13341-01-723 |

NO FLOW THROUGH L10
HEADER

I 3341-01-751 I

A Page 26

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 \ Page 25
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Page 25
Page 37

NO FLOW THROUGH L10
HEADER

| 3341-01-751 I

NO FLOW THROUGH SDC
PUMPS

I 3341-01-761 I

FAILURE OF ONE SDC
PUMP TO RUN

| 3341-01-762 |

c
I

NO FLOW THROUGH
SDCS P1 PUMP PATH.

THAT IS NO FLOW
THROUGH V11

1 3341-01-771 [

A. Page 27

I
NO FLOW THROUGH

SDCS P3 PUMP PATH.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH V17

| 3341-01-941 |

7 \ Page 34

NO FLOW THROUGH
SDCS P2 PUMP PATH,

THAT (S NO FLOW
THROUGH V14

F" 3341-01-841 I
/ \ Page 32

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 | I Paqe 26



Page 26

NO FLOW THROUGH
SDCS Pi PUMP PATH.

THAT IS NO FLOW"
THROUGH V11

| 3341-01-771 |

NO FLOW TO V11.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH NV10

I 3341-01-772 |

NO FLOW TO NV10.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH PUMP P1

I 3341-01-773 I

NO FLOW TO RUNNING
PUMP PI . THAT IS NO

FLOW THROUGH V9

I 3341-01̂ 831 |
/ \ Page 28

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 27
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L T
Page 27

NO FLOW TO RUNNING
PUMP P1. THAT IS NO

FLOW THROUGH V9

j 3341-01-831 |

NO FLOW TO V9. THAT
IS NO FLOW THROUGH

LI HEADER

[ 3341-01-832 I

NO FLOW THRU L1 HDR
THAT IS NO FLOW FROM

BOTH ROH'S OF EITHE
R NORTH OR STH LOO

I 3341-01-1041 |

A Page 29

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 | | Page 28
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A
NO FLOW FROM PHT

SYSTEM VIA MV5

Page 29
\ 3341-CH-10W1

MV5 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 334 f-01-91 |

/2

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 30



A
NO FLOW FROM PHT

SYTEM VIA MV1

Page 29
I 3341-01-1051

MV1 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

I 3341-01-41 |

/ \ Page 19

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 31



A
Page 26

NO FLOW THROUGH
SDCS P2 PUMP PATH.

THAT IS NO FLOW
THROUGH V14

| 3341-01-841 I

NO FLOW THROUGH NV13

I 3341-01-842 |

NO FLOW TO NV13.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH P2 PUMP

| 3341-01-843 1

NO FLOW TO P2, THAT
IS NO FLOW THROUGH

V12

[3341-01-931 J
J\ Page 33

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 32



A
NO FLOW TO P2, THAT
IS NO FLOW THROUGH

V12

Page 32
| 3341-01-931 |

NO FLOW TO V12.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L1 HEADER

I 3341-01-932 |

NO FLOW THRU L1 HDR
THAT IS NO FLOW FROM

BOTH ROH'S OF EITHE
R NORTH OR STH LOO

I 3341 01-1041 |

Page 29

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed I FIGURE E-1 Page 33



A
/ v

Page 26

NO FLOW THROUGH
SDCS P3 PUMP PATH.

THAT IS NO FLOW
THROUGH V17

| 3341-01-941 |

NO FLOW THROUGH NV16

l_3341-01-942 I

NO'FLOW TO NV18.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH P3 PUMP

I 3341-01-943 |

NO FLOW TO P3. THAT
IS NO FLOW THROUGH

V15

F 3341-01-103Ï""|

/ \ Page 35

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 | Page 34



A
Pags 34

NO FLOW TO P3. THAT
IS NO FLOW THROUGH

V15

I 3341-01-1031 I

NO FLOW TO V15.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L1 HEADER

I 3341-01-1032 I

NO FLOW THRU L1 HDR
THAT IS NO FLOW FROM

BOTH ROH'S OF EITHE
R NORTH OR STH LOO

I 3341-01-1041 I
Page 29

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 ( Page 35



Page 23

NO FLOW TO V26.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH OR2

I 3341-01-732 |

NO FLOW TO OR2.
THAT IS FAILURE TO
ESTABLISH REQUIRED

COOLING FLOW

I 3341-01-733 |

FAILURE TO
ESTABUSH REQUIRED
FLOW THROUGH TUBE

SIDE OF HX2

[ 3341-01-741 |

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX2. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
MV25

f~3341-01-742 |

A Page 37

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 | Page 36



A
Z—JT
Pago 36

NO FLOW TO TUBE
SIDE OF HX2. THAT

IS NO FLOW THROUGH
MV25

| 3341-01-742 |

NO FLOW TO MV25.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L10 HEADER

| 3341-01-743 I

NO FLOW THROUGH L10
HEADER

(~3341-Q1-7'5Ï |

A Page 28

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 37



AL A
Page 21

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV4

| 3341 01-681 |

NO FLOW TO MV4.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L11 HEADER

| 3341-01-682 I

NO FLOW THROUGH L11
HEADER

|~ 33*1-01-701 I
K Page 23

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 | | Page 38



A
NO COOLING FLOW TO
BOTH RIH'S OF SOUTH

LOOP

/ ^. 1 334~-01-65iA2 |

TT
NO COOLING FLOW TO

RIH HD6

1
NO COOLING FLOW TO

RIH HD8

I 3341-01-656' ~~\ | 3341-01-657 ]

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MV6

ft
I

No cooling flow to
RIH HD8 (•)

| 3341-01-671 1 r~Q3341-01 -6*57 |

ft
1

NO FLOW TO MV6.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L11 HEADER

i
MV6 FAILS TO OPEN
AND REMAIN OPEN

o

[" 3341-01-672 J [ 3341-01-371 J

A Page 40 A Pago 13

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed

NO FLOW TO PHT
SYSTEM VIA MVB

1 3341-01-691 1

NO FLOW TO MV8,
THAT IS NO R O W

THROUGH L11 HEADER

I 33A1-01-692 I

'A. Page 41

FIGURE E-1 Page 39



A
NO FLOW TO MV6.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L11 HEADER

Page 39
I 3341-01-672 I

NO FLOW THROUGH L11
HEADER

I 3341-01-701 I

Page 23

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 40



A
NO FLOW TO MV8.
THAT IS NO FLOW

THROUGH L11 HEADER

Page 39
3341-01-692

NO FLOW THROUGH L11
HEADER

I 3341-01-701 |

A Page 23

Chall: Bus 13 failed - Uncompressed FIGURE E-1 Page 41


